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Mcajaz Vidmar , S5 3MV(ex YU 3 UMV , IT 3 Af Vj

A DIY Receiver for GPS and
GLONASS Satellites

Part-2

2.3 . crs & G LONASS Salcllilc
System s

GPS and GLONASS arc the first
satellite systems that require the
simultaneous operation of a number of
sate llit es. In other satel lite systems,
includ ing curl ier navigat ion systems,
the operation of every single satellite
was almost autonomous and any
addit ional satellites only improved the
capacity of the system.

Tn <ii 'S or n J,oN'i\SS the satellites
need 10 be synchronised and can only
perform as a constellation of at least
four visible satellites for every possible
user location without forgetting the
Gl'Op requirement! Both GPS and
GLONASS satelli tes arc launched into
similar orbits . A comparison among
GPS, GLONASS and more popular
satellite orbits like the geostationary
orb it or the retrograde sun-synchronous
Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) is made on the
scale drawing on Fig.3. Both GPS and
GLONASS satellites are launched into

circular orbits with the inclinat ion
ranging between 55 and 65 degrees and
the orbita I period in the order of 12
hours, which corresponds to an altitude
of around 20000kin (one and a half
Earth diameters).

The GPS system was initially planned
to \LSe three different orbital planes with
an inclination of 63 degrees and the
ascending nodes equally spaced at 120
degrees around the equator. Each
orbital plane would accommoda te R
equally spaced satellites with an orbital
period of 11 hours and 58 minutes,
synchronised with the Earth' s rotation
rate [4].

During a 10-year test period from 1978
to 1988 only 10 such "Hlock r
satellites were successfully launched in
orbital planes "A" and "C" as shown in
FigA. The GPS specification was
changed afterwards [5] and the new
"Block II" satellites are being launched
in 55-degrees i nclination orbits in six
different orbital planes A, B, C, D E
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and F, with the ascending nodes
equally spaced at 60 degrees
around the equator. The new GPS
constella tion should also include
24 sate llites, having fOUT sa tellites
in each orbital plane. including
active in -orbit spares. The orbital
peri od of the GPS satellites
sho uld be increased to 12 hours to
avoid repeat-tra ck orbits and
resona nces with the Ea rth' s
gravity field. fina lly, the new
"Bl ock II" satellites 3 1.~O include a
nasty feature called "Se lective
Availability" (SA): the on-board
hard w are may. on gro und
command. intentionally degrade
the accuracy of the navigation
signal s for civilian users while
m ilitary users still have access to
the full system accuracy.

Bcgmning in L988 and up to
March 1993. 9 GPS "Blod : II"
and 10 new «rs " Block I1A"
satellites have heCII launched
using "Delta' rockets. The SA
mode is currently turned on and
degrades the accuracy to be twee n
50 and l(XlM.

The G LONASS system is planned
to usc three different orbital
planes with an incl ination of 64 .8
degrees and the ascending nodes
equall y spaced at 120 degrees
around the equator. Each orbital
plane would accommodate 8 (or
12) equally spaced sate llites with
an orbita l period of II hours, 15
minut es and 44 seconds. so that
each sa te llite repeats its ground
track after exactly 17 revolutions
or 8 day s 16).

'~\ .

Sate llile La unc h Orbit PRN# Deeom m
issioned

GPS BI-Ol 7R 20 I\. c-t 4 luI 85
(iPS BI-02 7R 47 A I\.-? 7 lui 81
GPS BI-03 7R 93 A A -? 6 May 92
OI'S Bl-04 78 112 A c -? 8 Oct 89
GPS BI-05 8011/\ c.t 5 Nov 83
GPS 8 1-06 80 32 A s-: 9 Mar 91
UPS RI-m Launch fai lure
(iPS 131-08 IB n A C-3 II May 93
(i PS Bl -09 84 59 A C- l 13
GPS 131-10 84 97 A A-I 12
GPS Ill- II 85 93 A C-4 3

(iPS Oll-Ol 8913 A E-I 14
(i PS BlI-02 89 44 A R-J 2
(i PS HIl-03 89 (~ A E-3 16
(i PS BII-04 89 85 /\ A-4 19
(;pS BII...Q5 &997 A 0 -3 17
UPS RII-06 90 8 A F-3 18
(i PS RIl-07 90 25 A 8-2 20
( ;1'8 BII-08 90 68 A [\ -2 21
UPS BIT-09 9088 A 0 -2 15

(i PS BIIA- I()l)O IOl A E-4 23
(i PS O[lA-119147 I\. D-I 24
GPS BIIA-1292 9 1\ A-2 25
UPS BITA-1392 19 I\. C-2 28
GPS HlIA·1492 39 A f -2 26
UPS BIIA-I592 58 A A-3 27
(i PS HIIA-I69 2 79 /\ f -I I wa s #.12
GPS HIIA·1792 89 A F-4 29
(i PS BIIA-1893 7 A 0 -1 22
UPS BIIA-1993 17 A C-I 31
(IPS 8111\.-2093 32 A C-4 7
GPS 8 11A-2193 42 A A- I 9
UPS BIIA-2293 54 A 8-4 5

Fig. 4: Published GPS Sat ellite Ope ration
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Satellite Launch Orbit CHN# Decommissioned F ig. 5:

Glonass 34 8843A 1-8 ? ?
Recently observed

Glonass 36 88 43C 1-1 24 ? GLONASS Satellite

Glonass 39 88 85C 3-1 8 10 Jan 92 Operation

G lonass 40 89 Ii\. 1-2 9 Rep laced Mar 93
Glonass 41 89 IB 1-3 6 Rep laced Feb 92
Gl onass 44 90 45A 3-17 24 Formerl y #21
G tonass 45 90 45B 3-19 3 Mar 93
Glonass 46 90 45C 3-20 15 Sep 92
Gtonass 47 90UOA 1-4 4
Glonas s 48 90110B 1-7 13
Glonas s 49 90 110C 1-5 23 Formerly # 19
Gtonass 50 9 125A 3-21 20 Jan 92
Glonass St 9125D 3-22 11
Glonass 52 9125C 3-24 14 Feb 92
Glonass 53 925A 1-3 22 Jan 93
G laoass 54 92 SB 1-8 2
Glonass 55 925C 1-1 23 Formerl y # 17
Olonass 56 9247A 3-24 1
Glonass 57 92 47H 3-21 24 Formerly 3-18
Gfonass 58 92 47C 3·20 8 Former ly 3-2 1
Gtonass 59 93 lOA 1-3 12
Gloua ss 60 93 lOB 1-2 5 ",,,0>'
Glonass 61 93WC 1-6 22 Formerly #23 , oot"

An,. , n.
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Fi2.6: Block Diagram of GPS and GLONASS Satellites
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Much smaller and lightwe ight rubid ium
atomic clocks are used as a backup in
the case the main time/frequency
standard fail s, a lthough rubidium
atomic cl ocks ar e an orde r of
magnitude less accurate . Due to the
stable space enviro nment these atomic
clocks usually perform better than their
ground-based counterparts and any
tong-term drifts or offsets can he eas ily
compensated by upload ing the required
correction coef ficients ill the on-board
comp uter,

The output of the atomic time/
frequency standard drives a frequency
synthcsiser so that a ll the carri er
frequencie s and modulation rates are

2.·t GPS & GLO~ASS Sat ellite
O n-hoard Equipm ent

Since the two systems are similar, GPS
and G LONASS sate llites carry almost
the same on-board equipment as shown
in Fig.6.

Since the beginning of the GLONASS
program a large number of satellite s
have been launched into GLONASS
orbital planes 1 and 3, the orbital plane
2 has not been used yet Some satellites
never transmitted any radio signa ls,
since the GLONASS system also
inclu de s passive "EtaIon" satelli tes used
as optica l reflectors for accurate orbi t
determination.

GLONASS satellites arc launched three
at a time with a sing le "Proton" rocket.
Due to this constraint all three satellites
can only he launched in the sallie
orbital plane. Recently observed
GLONASS satellite operation is shown
0 11 Hg.S. The observed lifetime of
GLONASS satellites seems to be
shorter than that of American GPS
counterparts.

A crit ica l piece of on-hoard equipment
are the atomic clocks required for
system synchronisation. Although each
satelli te carries redundant rubid ium and
caes ium clocks. these caused the fai lure
of many GPS and GLONASS satelli tes.
In add ition to this, GLO~ASS satellites
have had problems with the on-hoard
computer , Unfortunately, the (iPS or
GLONASS orbit altitude is actually in
the worst ionising-radiation zone, Ihe
same radiation thai already destroyed
the AMS A'j"-OSCAR-I0 compute r
memory .

'~======='--- - - - - - -----\ ..
For the navigat ion function alone. the
satellite s could be muc h simpler.
carry ing a simple linear transponder
like on civilian communicat io ns
satellites. The required navigation
signals could be generated and
synchronised by a network of ground
stations. However, roth GPS and
GLONASS aTe primari ly intended as
military systems.

Uplinks arc undesired since they can be
easily jammed and a network of ground
stations can be eas ily destroyed.
Therefore, hoth UPS lind ULONASS
satellites arc des igned for completely
autonomous operation and generation of
the required signals. Synchron isation is
maintained by on-hoard atomic d ocks
that arc on ly periodica lly updated by
the ground stations .

Both (iPS and GLONA&'<'; satellites
carry a caesium atomic clock as their
primary time/frequency standard, with
the accur acy ranging between 10-12
and 10-13,
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derived coherently from the same
reference frequency. The on-board
com puter generates the so-called
nav igati on da ta . These in clude
information about the exact location of
the satellite, also called precis ion
ephemeris, information about the offset
and dr ift o f the on-hoard atomic clock
and information about other satellites in
the system, also called almanac. The
first two arc used directly by the user's
computer to assemble the navigation
equations.

The almanac data can be used to
predict visible satellites and avoid
attempting to use dead, malfunctioning

or non-existent satellites, thus speed ing
up the acquisition of four valid satel lite
signals with a reasonable Glx)P.
Be s id e s t he transm itt ers for
broadcasting naviga tion signals, GPS
and GLONASS satellites also have
tclccommand and te lemetry radio links .

In particula r, the tclecommand link is
used by the command stations to

Satellite Channel LI • Carri er 1.2 • Ca rrier

1575.420 MHz 1227.600 MHz

1602.000 MHz 1246.000 MH,
1602 .5625 MHz 1246.43 75 MHz
1603.125 MHz 1246,&75 Mllz
1603.6785 MHz 1247.3125 MHz
1604.250 MH, 1247,750 Mllz,
1604 .8125 MHz 124&.1&75 MJ£7,
1605.375 MH, 124&.625 MJh,
1605.9375 MH, 1249.0625 MJIi'.
1606.500 MHz 1249.5(X) MHz
1607.0625 MHz J249.9375 MHz
1607.625 MHz J250375 MHz
1608.1875 MHz 1250.& 125 MHz
1608.750 MHz 1251.250 \'1Hz
16093125 MHz 1251.6875 MHz
1609.&75 MH, 1252.125 MHz
1610.4375 MHz 1252.5625 MH,
1611.fXlO MHz 1253.000 MH,
1611.5625 MHz 1253.4375 MHz
1612.125 MHz 1253,875 MH,
1612.6785 MH, 1254.3125 :MHz
1613.250 Mfu 1254.750 :MHz.
1613.8 125 MH, 1255.1&75 MHz
1614.375 MH, 1255.625 MHz
1614.9375 MH, 1256.0625 MHz
1615 .500 MH, 1256.500 MHz

GPS (all Satelli tes)

GLONASS Channel 0
GLONASS Channel J
GLONASS Channel 2
ULONASS Channel 3
(iLONASS Channel 4
GLONASS Channel 5
GI .oNASS Cha nnel 6
GLONASS Channel 7
GI, ONASS Channel 8
GLONASS Channel 9
G I.oNASS Channel 10
GLONASS Channel 11
GLO NASS Channel 12
ULONASS Channel 13
GLONASS Channcl14
GLONASS Channel IS
GLONASS Cha nnel 16
GLONASS Channel 17
GLONASS Channel 18
GLONASS Channel 19
GLONASS Channel 20
GLONASS Channel 21
GLONASS Channel 22
GLONASS Chann el 23
GLONASS Channel 24

Fig.7: Carrier F requencies for GPS and G LO!'lASS Satellites
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Fig.S: The GPS CIA Code Genera tor

regularly upload fresh navigat ion data
into th e on-hoard computer. Usually
this is done once per day. although the
on-hoard computer memory can store
enough data for several weeks in
advance .

In add ition to dedicated telemetry links.
part of the telemetry data is also
inserted in the navigation data stream.

2.5. GPS & G LO J\ASS Satellite
Transmission"

(iPS and GLONASS satellites use the
microwave Lband (0 broad cast three
separate radio-navigation signals on
two separate RF channels usually called
LI (around 1.6 GlIz) and L2 (around
1.2 G Hz)- These frequenc ies were
chosen as a compromise between the
required satellite transmitter power and

ionospheric errors. The influence of the
ionosphere decreases with the square of
the carrier frequency and is very small
above 1 (1Hz.

However, in a precision navigation
system it still induces a position error
of about 50m at the L1 frequency
dur ing daylight and medium solar
activity. On the other hand. GPS and
GLOKASS were designed to work with
o mn id ire c t io na l . hemi s ph eri c a l
coverage receiving antennas. The
capture area of an antenna with a
defined radiation pattern decreases with
the square of the operatin g frequency.
so the power of the on-board
transmitter has to be increased by the
same amo unt.

Both GPS and GLONASS broadcast
two di ffer ent signa ls: a Coarsel
Acquisition (CIA ) signal and Precision
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so it has the same repetit ion period as
the GPS CIA-code. The P-codc is
transmitted at 10 times the speed of the
CIA-code: 10.23 Mbps for GPS and
5 .11 Mbps for GLON ASS. Th e
transmitter power level for the P-code
on Ll is 3dB below the LI C/A-codc
and the P-code on 1.2 is 6dB below the
LI C/A-c odc. The P-code repetition
pe riod is very long. making an
autonomous search for synchronisation
not practical. All Pccode rece ivers first
acqui re lock on the CIA-transmission.
which also carries information that
allows a qu id; P-code loc k. Both CIA
and P-codes are generated by digital
shi ft -r eg ist ers with th e fee dback
selecte d to obtain pseudo-ran dom
codes. The navigat ion data is modulo-Z
added to the pseudo-random codes.
Since the navigation-data rate is vcry
low, only 50 bps. il docs not affe ct
significantly the randomncw prope rt ies
of the codes used.

The navigation data at 50 bps Is
synchronised to the C/A-eode period to
resolve the timing ambiguity caused by
the relatively short I ms CIA-code
repetition period . GPS " Block II"
satellites may encrypt the published
P-codc into the secre t Y-codc. This
process is called "Anti-Spoofing" (AS) .
Its purpose is 10 prevent an enemy from
jamming the GPS with false ( JPS-like
signals.

Details of the .GLO:--JASS Picode arc
not published. In fact. the GLONA SS
P-code is even not mentioned in [6l.
although these transmissions can be
easily obse rved on a spectrum analyser.
The GPS and GI.ONA SS RF channe l
carrier frequencies are shown on Fig.7.

The GPS CIA-code is 1023 bits long
and is transmitted at 1.023 Mbps. The
CIA -code repe tition period is therefore
1 rns. The GLONASS C/A~eodc is 5 11
bits long and is transmitted at 5 11 kbps.
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(P) signal. The CIA-signal is only
transmitted on the higher frequency
(LI) while the Pcslgnal is transmitted on
two widely-separated RF channels (L1
and L2).

Since the frequency dependence of
ionospheric errors is known. the
absolute error on each carrier frequency
can be computed from the measured
difference bet wee n the two P
transmissions on LI and L2 carriers.

The LI CIA - and Pccarricrs are in
quad rature 10 enable a single po....cr
amplifier to be used for both signals. as
shown on Fig.6. The LI and 1.2
transmi tter outputs arc combin ed in a
passive network and feed an array of
helix antenn as. These produce a shaped
beam covering the whole visible
hemisphere from the (JPS/GI.o~ASS

orbit with the same signul strength.

All t hr ee GPS or GLO NASS
tran sm iss io n s are con tin uo us.
stra igh tfo rward BI' SK mo dulated
carriers. Pulse modulalion is not used.
The riming information is transmitted in
the modulation: the user' s receiver
mea sures the time of arrival of a
defi ned hit pattern. which is a known
code. If desired, the modulat ion code
phase can he rel ated to the carrier
phase in the receiver to produc e even
more accurate measurements , since both
the carrier frequency and the code rate
are derived coherent ly from the same
refere nce frequency on-board the
satel lite.



Fig.9 : (irS CiA Codes a nd the tr
eoeretation wllh th e Regtsters
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GPS PR N 22
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GPS PR t\ 24
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(iPS PRN 26
GPS PRN 27
G PS PRr-; 28
GPS PRX 29
GPS PRN 30
GPS PRN 31
GPS PRN 32
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All GPS satelmes transmit on the
same LI a nd L2 carrie r
freq uencies: 1575.42 Mfll and
1227.6 Mill. which are he ld in
the exact ratio 77/60 and are
intege r mu lli p lcs o f th e
fu n da mental G P S doc k
frequency of t0.23 Mil l .

Every GPS satellite transmits its
own set of CIA · and P-ro<ks that
have good cro ss-corre tarion
properties with tbc codes Uk-d by
other GPS satellite" . Since a GPS
r e c e rv m g a n t e n n a i s
omnidirect ional and receives
many satellites al the same lime.
the rece iver is using Code 
Di vis io n Multipl e Access
(COMA) techniques 10 separate
..igna ls co ming from different
satelhtes,

GPS sate lli te,", arc therefore
ident ified hy th e Pseudo 
Random -Noise code number
(PRN#). ",be GLONASS 'ItcllilN
use 2S d ifferent Rf< channel s.
Channel 0 is reserved (ur testing
spare satellites while channels 1
to 24 are dedicated 10 operational
Gf ,ONASS satellites.

All GLON'ASS satellites transm it
the same C/A-rodc and arc
usually identified by the Channel
Number (CHN# )'Ibe 1.1 and 1.2
carrier frequencies arc in the
exact ratio 9{7 and the channel
spacing is 562.5 kHz at Ll and
437.5 kHz at 1.2. Although there
exi st civilian Pccodc receivers.
the majority of civilian GPS or
GLONASS recei vers are CIA.
on ly receive rs , Si nce th e

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 2194
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FIJt.l0: The GLONASS CiA Code Ge nerator

advanta ges of using the Iccodc arc
limited, especially with SA. AS or both
act ive, only the C/A-code transmission
will be discussed in detail here.

2.6. GPS C/A-T ransmls.<;;ion Fo rmat

GPS satellite s use co de -d iv is ion
multiplexing on both CIA· and p,
transmissions. Since CIA-codes are
relatively short sequences (only 1023
bits), the codes have to be carefully
selected for good cross-correlation
properties. GPS C/A' l.-OOes are Gold
codes (named after their inventor
Robert Gold) that can be generated as a
modulo-Z sum of two maximum-length
shift-register sequences. The GPS C/
A-code generator is shown on Fig.S.

II includes two lO-bit shift registers Gl
and G2, both clocked at 1.023 MHz.
each with a separate feedback network
made of exclusive-or gates. Both
feedback net works are selected so thai
both generated sequences have the
maximal length of 1023 bits. Both shift

registers arc started in the "all-ones'
state and since both sequences have the
same length, the shifl registers maintain
the synchronisation throughout the
operation of the circuit.

Gold codes arc obtained by a moduto-z
sum (another exclusive-or operation) of
the outputs of the two shift registers (11
and G2. Different codes can be
obtained hy changing the relative phase
of the two shift registers. Instead of
desynchrcnisiug the shift registers it is
easier to delay the output of one of
them (G2). This variable delay is
achieved with yet another modulo-Z
sum (exclusive-or) of two G2 register
taps.

Exclusive-or feedback shift-register
sequences have the property that a
modulo-2 addition of a sequence with
its delayed replica produces the same
sequence. but delayed by a different
number of clock cycles. Choosing two
G2 register taps , 4, different delays can
be generated yielding 45 different Gold
codes with good auto-correlation and
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2.7. GLONASS C/A-T ra nsmis.<;ion
Format

GLONASS satellites usc the more
con venti ona l fr equency -d iv i s ion
multiplexing at least for the CII\ -code
transmissions. All GI.ONASS satellites
use the same CIA-code, generated by a
9-bit shift register G as shown on
Fig.10. The GLONI\ SS C/A~ode is a
maximum-length sequence and thus has
an ideal auto-correlation function.

The allocation of the single data words
is completely described in (5j. Most
numerical parameters are 8-, 16-, 24- or
32-bit integers , either unsigned or
signed in the two's complement format.
Angular values that can range from 0 to
360 degrees are usually expressed in
semi-circles to make better use of the
available bits. GPS is also using its own
time scale. The units are seconds lind
weeks. one week bas 604800 seconds
and the week co1I1I1 is incremented
between Saturday and Sunday. Gi'S
time starts on the midnight of January
5/6. 1980.

Prequcncy-civiston multiplexing allows
a better channe l separation than code 
division multiplexing. The separation
between two adjacent GLONASS
channel s should be better (han -48dB. A

GPS time is a continuous time and
therefore it diffcrs by an integer number
of leap seconds from UTe. 'the
difference between In C anti (IPS time
is included in the almanac mes~age .

The first suhframe in the frame contains
the on -board clock data: offset, drift
etc. The second and third subframcs
cont ain the precision ephemeris data in
the fonn of kcplerien clements with
severa l correct ion coefficients (0

accurately describe the sate llite's orbit.
Fina lly, thc fourth and fifth subframcs
conta in almanac data that is not

cross-correlation properti es. Out of
these 45 possible codes, 32 are
allocated 10 GPS satellites as shown on
Fig.9.

The cross-correlation propert ies of GPS
CIA-c odes guarantee a cros s-talk
smalle r than ·2 1.6dB between the
desired and undesired satellite signals.
'The 50bps navigation data stream is
sync hro nised with the CIA-code
genera tor so that hit transitions coincide
with th e if all-ones" state of both shift
registers GI and G2. Al 50hps one data
bit corresponds to 20 C/A -cooe periods.

The nav igation data is formatted into
word s, subframcs and frames . Words
are 30 hits long including 24 data hits
and 6 parity bits computed over the 24
data bits and the last two bits of the
previous word. Parity bits are used to
chec k the received data for errors and
to reso lve the polarity am biguity of the
npSK demodulator. 10 words (300 bits)
form a subframe which always includes
a subframc sync patten! " 10001011"
and a time code called "Time-Of
Week " (TOW). One subframe is
transmitted every 6 seconds. Five
subfrarnes form one frame (1500 bits)
that contains all of the informa tion
req uired to usc the navigation signals.
One frame is transmitted every 30
seconds.

"""-''''''''''= ''''-''''''''-'=-- -------- '~\ ,
required immedia tely and are
suhco mmutated in 25 consecutive
frames. so that the whole almanac is
transmitted in 12.5 minutes.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 2194
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large channel separation is useful when
the signal h om one satellite is much
wea ker because of reflected waves
and/or holes in the receiving antenna
radiat ion pattern .

On the other hand , the GLONASS
satelli tes requ ire a wider RF spectrum
and a GLONASS C/A-rc('civ{'r is
necessarily mere complex than a GPS
CIA-receiver.

'111e GLONASS navigation data stream
is synchronised with the C/A-cooc
generator so that level transitions
coincide with the "a ll-ones" state of the
shift register. 'Inc navigation data
strea m is formatt ed into lines of the
dura tion of 2 seconds. Each line
co nta ins 85 i nforma t ion bit s .
transmi tted at 50hps for 1.7 seconds
and a "ti me mark" sync pauer n
" 11111000 1101 1101010000 10010110",
which is a pseudo-random sct.jucnce of
30 hits transmitted at 100hp~ for the
remainin g 0.3 seconds.

The 85 information data bits always
start with a leading "0" , followed by
7 6 h il s cont a in in g n av ig a ti o n
information and 8 pan ty -che cking hits,
co mputed according to the (85. 77)
Hammi ng code. After computing the
parity hits. all of the 85 hits arc
d ifferent ially encoded to resolve the
phase ambiguity in [he receiver .

Finally , the 85 differenti ally-encoded
bits arc Manchester encoded, so thai a
" 10" pattern corresponds to a logical
"one" and a "01" paUcrn corresponds to
a log ical "zero ". The additional
transition in the midd le of the data hits
introduced by the Manchester encoding
speeds-up the synchronisation of the
rece iver. 15 navigation data lines fonn
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one frame of the durat ion of 30
seconds. The allocation of the sing le
data bits in the frame is completely
descri bed in (61. The first four lines of
a frame contain the time code, on-board
clock offset and dri ft and precis ion
epheme ris data of the satellite orbit ill
the form of a state vector (position
vector and velocity vector). To simpli fy
the computations in the user' s rece iver.
the corrections for the Sun- and Moon
gravity forces are also supplied. The
alm anac data is transmitted in the
remaining I I lines of the frame.

Almana c satellite ephemeris is in the
form of kcplcriau elements and is
transmi tted in two consecutive lines III

a frame. The whole a lmanac is
transmitted in five co nsecutive frames
also called a superframe of the duration
of 2.5 minutes . The various numerica l
parameters arc transmitted as different
size, either unsigned or signed integers.
Signed integers arc transmitted in the
form of a sign bit followed by all
unsigned integer re presenting the
absol ute value 01' the num ber (this is
different from the two 's complement
notation!). Angular values are usua lly
expressed in semi-circles.

T he GL O NA SS ti me is ke p t
synchroni sed 10 U'l'C. GLONASS uses
more conventional time units like days.
hours, min ute s and seconds. The day
count begins with a leap year (cnrrently
1992) and counts up to 1461 days
before returning back to zero.

(fa be co ntinued)

(References overleaf)
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Richard A, Formato, PhD .. Kl poa

Improving Impedance
Performance of the Extended
Double-Zepp Antenna

' T he Extended Double Zepp (XIlZ)
has been a popular amateur anlenna
since the early da ys of shortwave
radio. It can be used from IIF well
into th e UHF range, where it is
espec ially att ractt ve because shorter
wavelength offsets th e XDZ's
increased physical length. The XDZ
provides except ional gain for a simple
antenna, bul its impedance properties
can create mat ching problems [1].
Th is note describes a simple
te chnique for controlling and
im proving the XDZ's impedance
performance.

l.
TilE XZIl ANTEN NA

XDZ geometry is shown in Hg.I. The
antenna consis ts of two collinear, end
fed, electrica lly long radiating elements
("Zcpp" clements). The element spacing

at the feed is S. the diameter D, and the
overa ll physical antenna length is L.
If the length-to-diameter ratio is large
(UD > 1), the antenna is " thin";
otherwise it is "fat", The electrical
length of the original Zepp element Is
half-wave, but an XDZ element is
some what longer, approximate ly 0,64
wave. When the spacing S small
(SIT, < I ), the XDZ is essentially a long
ccrurc-fcd dipole , and its performance
is accurate ly analysed using a dipole
model. It is assumed that S/L < I

The reason for the XD/.'s popularity is
apparent from an examination of Fig.Z,
which plots the directivity of a free
space centre-fed dipole vs. end-to-end
electrical length. The widely used thin,
half-wave dipo le provides 2.15 dBi gain
(dB relative to an isotropic radiator)
with a well-behaved input impedance of
approximately 77+j44S1 , But longer
d ip ol e s pro v id e muc h be tt e r
performa nce. As the length increases,
the directivity also increases, reaching a
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maximum of nearly 5.2 dBi at a length
of 1.27 waves. This electrical length is
opt imum for the XDZ. More than 3 dB
gain over a half-wave dipo le is
obtained hy simply making the antenna
longer.

The pa ttern factor (normalised radiation
pattern) for the 1.27-wavc XDZ is
shown in rig.3. Thn.:c lobes appear
because the antenna is electrically long.
Th e main lobe, with a ma ximum gain

of 5.2 dBi. is oriented broadside 10 the
antenn a axis. Its -3 dB bcamwidth is
31.5 degrees. By comparison. the half
power bcamwidths for half and full
wave dipoles. respect ively, are 78 and
47 degrees. The XDZ's two sidclobe s
are almost 10 dB down. and, for
practical pll rpo~s. can be ignored.

Note that Figs. 2 and 3 are based on an
ideal thin radiator (infinite LfD ratio)
having a sinusoidal current distr ibution .

3. 5
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F'i~.2 : Directivity of a Free-Space Centre-Fed Dipole vs Electrical Lcnglh
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Th is approximation provides accurate
directive gain and the general pattern
shape even for "fat' radiators (small
va lues of 1./0). The major pattern effect
for a fat clement is that the nulls begin
to "wash our". The sinusoida l current
approximation, however, is ne t accurate
for impedance calcu lations , especially
for fat elements.

Considering on ly the data in Fig's.Z and
3, the XDZ might seem to he the ideal
antenna, one that provides excellent
ga in in a very simp le, easy-to-build
structure. Unfortunately, the XDZ has a
serious drawback. Because it is a
full -wave antenna, its input impeda nce
is high, possibly thousands of ohms,
which can creat e matching problems.
An XDZ with more moderate input
impedance would be a better antenna.
Fortunately, there is a simple solution
to this problem, and it lies in choosing
the optimum XDZ LID ratio.

Itig's .a and 5 plot dipole input
resistance and reactance vs. electrica l
length. At its full-wave resonance
(X=O), a thin dipole (L/D=5000) has a
very high resistance (approximately
1,800n) . In contra st. "fatter" elements
(smaller LID ratios) exhibit more
moderate impedance level s. By
properly choosing LID, the XDZ input
impedance can be contro lled while still
achieving maximum direct ivity from its
increased electrical length . The data in
Fig's.4 and 5 are based on a non
sinusoidal current distribution for
improved accuracy at small LID values.

The optimum LID ratio for a son feed
is 30.5, since this value results in a
driving point impedance of 50-j123Q
for a 1.27 wave XDZ. These theoretical
values provide a starting point for an
improved XDZ design. The only
match ing required is an inductor to tun e
out the 1230 capacitive reactance . At
most frequencies, the match ing
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inductance is small. Al frequenci es in
the high VHf-UHF ranges, the feed
syste m may well contain enoug h stray
inductance to virtually eliminate the
need for adding any.

A simple "plumber' s delight" dipo le
was built and measured as a crude
valida tion of this technique. Even
though no effort was made to perfor ma
controlled experiment, the data clearly
illustrates the viability of this approach.

111e test antenna consisted of two
24·3/4" x 1-5/S" O.D. copper rubes
separated I" at the feed point. These
radiating elements were strapped to a
12"xl "x3/S" Plexiglas support using 4
nylon cable ties on each ele ment. A
female type N chassis connector was
soldered to the elements using straight
#14 AWG solid copper wire pigtails (no

balun was used, although normally one
would be) .

The antenna was mounted vertically in
a 10" diameter pine tree about 16" from
the trunk . The feed point was
approximately S' above the ground. The
RG-S coax feed cable was t ied
t-orizontally along a branch for a
distance of about 4 ' from the antenna

feed, then dropped to the ground.

Measured values of R and X appear in
Fig.6. TIle test xnz was approximately
1.27 wavelengths long at 300 MIb.,
where the input impedance was 36.7
j3 5!1. Wi th out matc h ing , the
corresponding VSWR is 2.34:1 (O.76dB
mismatch loss). By adding inductance
to tune out the -35 ohms reactance , the
VSWR could be reduced to 1.36:J
(0. IdE loss).
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Without matching , t he minimum
measured VSWR was 1.3:I (0.07 an
loss) at 322 MHz (lIP impedance
56.3-) 12.4(1). These moderate va lues of
R and X show how effec tive LID can
be in controlling XDZ input impedance .

The bandwidth of a "fat" XDZ is also
surprisingly good bec ause the input
impe dance var ies gr adua lly wi th
frequency. VSWRs less than 2.5:1 arc
achi eva ble over more than 10'70 of the
design frequency, which is enough
bandwidth to cover most amateur band s
with one antenna without mat ching .

The XOZ's directivity, however. falls
off quickly on either side of the
frequency at which the antenn a is 1.27
wave s long. Neve rtheless the gain is
still better than that of a ha lf-wave
dipole.

Designi ng an optimum XDZ thus
consists of three steps:

o C hoosing the elec trical length to
provide the desired ga in.

f) C hoosing LID ratio to achieve
th e desi red ante nna inp ut
re sistance.

C) Adding components at the feed
to tune out any reactance at the
design frequenc y".

• Inductance or capacitance should be
added symmetrically to the radiating
element s. For example. ifa total of IpJl
is required, then O.5pJl should be
added in series with each radiating
el ement to maintain the XDZ' s
electrical balance as a symmetrical
radiat ing system.
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i n f or m a ti o n w i l l enco u rage
experimentation with easily constructed
antennas, in particular dipoles and
monopoles .

Simply changing the element diameter
often produces a much better antenna!

(f" - - - -------========

The VHf Communications
Disc ofthe Quarter

SPURS.exe
This program has bccn selected as the best general
spur program in the CAE collection . It performs a

single-tone analysis of mixer spurious products
according to j*LO ± k*RF and k*R F ± j*LO, whcre j

and k are the integer harmonics of the RF and LO
signals that combine for intermod products.

Supplied on a 5.25" disc (3.5" on request) with all
documentation on the disc.

£10.00 including shipping
KM Publications,S Ware Orchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby,

CV23 8UF. Tel: 0788 890365; Fax : 0788 891883
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Angel vilaseca llB9SLV and Serge Riviere F1i SH

A Solid State Broadband 80W
Amplifier for 24cm

T his circuit produces 80 Walts of RF
on th e 2..1cm band, with 4 Walts of
drive. It is made with four coupled
hybrid amplfflers M 57762 from Mit
suhishi.

L
DESCRIPTION

One of the most interesting points about
the unit is that it can be used for mobile
or port ahie use, because it only needs a
12 vo lt power supply. It is rather
compact and can be fitted into a
standard 19" rack. It weighs about lOkg
with its switching power supply, so it
can advantageous ly replace a 2C39
tube amplifier. For the owners of QRO
tube am plifiers (F 6007. T1I328. 338,
...• types), Ibis circuit can be used as a
driver . Unlike tube amplifiers, this
amplifier is suitable for all modes. It is

broadband, which allows for ATV usc,
and does not dri ft, which means that 110

retuning is required during operatio n.
The broadband qualities of the in
dividual amplifiers arc retained in the
global circuit, because we moo broad
band power splitters,

Multi-brick amplifiers have been
described before, using splitters made
up of four coax stubs. Although much
cheaper. such an approach requires
extreme care to be used in the real
isation to avoid unbalances. Unbalance
produces losses, thus decreasing both
gain and power output capabilities.

Furthermore. a coupler made from
coax has a much narrower bandwidth
than with hybrid coup lers, which means
that the broadband capability of the
hybrid amplifiers is also lost in the
globa l amplifier . Thi s can be a
disadvantage for FM ATV operation for
example.
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The circuit connections arc shown in
figure 1 and the RF paths can be seen
in more detail in figure 2 and in
photographs 1 and 3.

The input RF power reaches the four
way power splitter through low-loss
(semi -rigid) coaxial cable . TJ1c power
splitter is broadband and needs only
son low-reactance resistors, which can
be seen in photograph 2, as external
components. The latter are required to
absorb any unbalance at the splitters
outputs . With 4 Watts at the amplifiers
input, allowing for a slight insertion
loss in the splitter and the coax stubs
(O.3dB global) about I Watt comes out
of each of the four splitter outputs, and
is brought through four identica l
lengths of semi-rigid coax to the four
hybrid amplifiers inputs.

Power supply dccoupling is very impor
tant and must be carried out using good
qua lity capaci tors and short leads at
each hybrid amplifiers power input.
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No printed circuit hoard is required for
the amplifiers to avoid losses. RF input
and output leads arc soldered directly to
the coax inner conductors. The same
technique is used for the power supply
leads. This can be seen in figure 3.
Photograph 3 shows a close-up view.

The outputs of the four amplifiers arc
connected with semi-rigid coax to a
second hybrid power splitter, which is
used the other way around to merge the
outputs from the four hybrid amplifiers.
Three balancing resistors are also used
here, somewhat larger than at the input.

Semi-rigid type RG 402 coax cable is
used throughout the RF paths. It has
low losses, can be readily soldered and
its power handling capability is quite
high at these frequencies.

The whole circuit is mounted on a large
copper plate, which acts as a ground
and is bolted onto an aluminium he
atsink. About 200 Watts will have to be
dissipated and a fan can be useful here.
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The coax stubs arc soldered directly 10
the copper plate, which makes a very
stable assembly. 111is is essen tial in this
kind of circuit.

The j On resistors and the hybrid
amplifiers arc holted to the hcatsink .
The copper plate and the heatsink arc

drill ed toget her. The hole s in the copper
plate are then slightly enlarged and
only the heatsink is tapped.

The 6d13 hybrid couplers arc pressed
against th e copper plate by a Ll-shapcd
metal profile, visible in photographs I
and 2.
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Thi s is the easie st part , because there is
nothing to be tweaked! Connect a 50n
100 Watt 1.2 GHz specifi ed dummy
load at the output through a power
meter and anoth er dummy load at the
input. Tum the power supply on and
check that the 12 volt and 8 vo lt rails
on the amplifiers. Check that NO Rf is
present at the output.

Tum the po wer off and replace the
dummy load at the input wirh a n RF
generator at the co rrect frequency.

In c r e a s e t he p o w e r
progress ively at the input
and check the output power
as well as the balancing
resistors temperature, which
should not rise at a ll unless
there is an unbalance some
where ! The ga ln must he
about 15dH.

2.
TESTI NG

db~

vee 14V Th, test equipment usedBias 8v
r,.eq 1255 was:

HP 435A Power Meter

:0 HP 848 IA Power Sensor
P. dbm Narda 769 10dR Attcnuator

I I ! ! I! ! HP 8558B Spectrum
0 10 20 30 40 Ana lyser

Ga in db
l IP 8444 A Tracki ng

Generator

16 lIP 53 86 Frequency counter

On our proto type the impe-
Fr-e-Q dance match was better than

0 0 0 0
25d8 from 1240 to 1310

0 0 0 0 0
M ~ In 'o r-, <D m 0 - MHz. Saturat ed O\IIPllt RF
N N N N N N N <"1 <"1

output po wer was 80 Walls

Fi g .4: Test Results
with a 12 volt power sup-
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The power splitters packages must
make good contact with the coppe r
plate on their whole length. Thi s requ i
res sm a ll holes 10 be drilled in the
copper plate 10 make space for the rivet
hea ds in the splitters packages.

Thermal compound should be used
under the hyhrid amplifiers and be
twecn t he coppe r plate and the hcatsink.
(I shou ld he stressed that the final
quality of this circuit depends mainly
upon th e mechanica l stabi lity of the
assembly and the quality of the RF
connect ions.
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ply, 90 Watts with 13 volts supply and
100 Watts with 14 volts.

Power supply current is of the order of
18 Amps at 13 volts and output power
is saturated and 20 Amps at 14 volts .

Figure 4 shows power output versus
power input.

Our thanks go to Marc F3XY for
confirming our results.

3.
PARTS LIST

l m RG 402 Semi-Rigid Coaxial Cable
6 Resistive Lo ads
2 6dB Couplers
4 Hybr id Amplifiers

RS Component s
ELHYTE SARLtype T-250-5OO-1O
Nucletudes SCD type CD 1-2
Mitsubishi type M 57762; RF Parts Co.

4.
SUPPLIERS ADDRESSES

Elhy{e Sari, n.r. 34, 91620 La-Villc -Du-Bois, France . Tel: 16 (1) 69 016851

Nucletudes SeD. Av. du Haggar, Z,A. du Ccurtabeuf B.P. 117,91944

Lcs·Ulis 2, Prance . Tel : 16 (1) 69 07 10 20

RF Parts Co., P,D. 700, San Marco, California, USA

GPS Theory and Practice
B.Hofman-Wellenhof, H.Lichtenegger & .l.Colhns

326 pages detailing all you need to know about how the satellite
Global Positioning System works. Using GPS for precise

measurements, attitude and navigation is discussed in detail.

£39.95
Shipping: UK £2.00; Overseas £3.50; Airmail £7.00

KM Publications, 5 Ware Orchard, Barby, Rugby, CV23 8UF
Tel: 0788 890365 Fax: 0788 891883
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Dedef Burchard. Dipl. -Ing.. Box 14426, Nairobi, Kenya

Don't be Afraid of
High-Frequency
Transformers

Transfor mers for hi~h·rrequency

app lica tions otte r a mulliludc of
inte resfin g applicat ions, and can also
he influ enced hy the develop er wit h
regard to their characteristics; on lhe
other hand, it is precisely thi s many
sided nature of their s which sliU
frightens circuit deve lopers away.

1.
INTRODUCTIO N

In hi gh-freq uen cy app lications.
transformers are used as broad-band
four-rcrunnal networks for impe dance
changes, phase inversion, isolating
earths, balancing circuits and much
more . They consist of a core with
magnetic conductivity and coils.
Basically , they work just like a maim
transformer. which also becomes more

and more defecti ve as its size
decreases. High-frequency transformers
actually have many more inherent
deficie ncies, which are triggered hy
slight and complex core permeability,
skin and proximity effects , co il
capac ity, an d leakage and feed
inductances. Core materials and shapes
are scarcely standardised. So it 's small
wonder thai the circuit developer
initially shrinks back from high 
frequency transformers .

BUI there is another way of look ing at it
- as a challenge! Apart from the
ordinary high-frequency coil, a high
frequency transformer is ODe of the few
compo nents , the character istics of
which circuit developers can still
influence. They can only obtain the
others - diodes, transistors, integrated
circuits, resistances and capacitors 
from catalogues, without being able to
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There a TC a few manufacturers who
have specialised in high- frequenc y
transformers, but they loa still work
with the generally accessible physical
bases ~ they have no special tricks . So
initially we shall concern ourselves
with the basics, then go thro ugh a
relatively simple method of mea sure
ment, and finally put the knowledge we
have gained to use in dimension ing
high -frequency transformers.

2.
CORE MATERIALS AND
SHAPES

Cores made of ferrite, iron powder and
iron oxide powder are used for the
frequency range abov e 3 MHz (high
frequency, VHF, UHF). As the fre
quency rises, the losses in the core from
magnetic conversion effects and eddy
currents rise too . Other ferrite mixtures
or finer powder allow the frequency
range wh ich the trans former can usc to
be extended upw ards - to 0.5 ...1 GHz at
present, using mat erials , the penneabil
ity of which is still only 3...8. It is
obvious to think of "air" cores too,
which arc also on sale from some
manufacturers . They arc compressed
together from a low-loss insulating
material, and thus essentially fonn a
carrier for the coil . However. on the
market these cores cost just as much as

VHFCOMMUNICATIONS 2/94

ferrite cores. So you can just as easily
make them yourself on a lathe, to any
dimensions you like. out of Plexiglas,
Tro litul or Teflon semi-finished prod
ucts.

2.1. Core shapes

Examples of core shapes involving an
enclose d iron path are shell cores. EE
or El shapes. multi-bore cores and ring
cores. The first-named can still be used
in the high-freque ncy range. Because of
their relatively high permea bility, they
still guide the flux through the angular
flow line path well . But as frequencies
rise only a few materials remain availa
blc.

Ring cores and dual-bore cores come
into use for non-angular flow line paths.
So we shall conce rn ours el ves
predominantly with these. although the
procedure for dimensioning at low
frequencies and with other core shapes
is exactly the same, and indeed often
brings succes s ear lier, because the inhc
rent deficiencies are much less signifi
cant.

2.2. Core sizes

A high-frequency transformer is a com
pact component. So essentially its dim
ensions should not exceed Alloo. 111is
requirement permit s the selection of a
core with suitable dimensions. At 100

Desired floW'Actual

94

Air F ig.I : Cores with low J.1r lire
inelTective if they a re
unfavourably wound
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A ring core with a permeability of 10
can even be env isage d on the lines of
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where:

•

J<'i~,2 :

U =peak voltage
CO = circuit frequency
w = co il number
AF =magnetic cross-sect ion

f or ferrite cores, B should not exceed
100 to 300 mT, whe reas iron co res can
even carry 1 T. In sma ll signa l mode
we rem ain considerably below this, so
as to keep non-lineari tics small. A
practica l limit is 1 to 10 m'T. POT
example, in a core with a cross-section
of 4mm2 which is wound in 10 turns of
wire, it is reached at a freq uency of 10
MHz if the high-frequency volt age
applied amoums to 1.8 to 18 Vel!'
A nyone wishing 10 know the preci se
value should measure the non-linearity
values under operating cond itions as a
k-Iactor or inter-modulat ion factor.

Thu s th e core material becomes more
un favou rable as u,•• get s closer to ~/,

It call a lso he seen from the same
measuring curves that Jlr' diminishes
conside rably ;U high frequencies - right
down to I . In this case, the materi al is
no bett er than air, hut creates greater
losses. Anyone wishing to tran sfer more
powe r must also check the magnetic
inducti on , H.

.\!1 Hz a ring core may have a diameter
of up to 3Omm. at 3 GHz only lmm.

We expect all the current flowing into a
coil 10 emerge agai n at the other end.
But th is can 't always be guaranteed.
due to d ivided iute rual ca pacitances . If
the coiled wire is very long, it acts as a
circuit . and our expectations can 110 1 he
fulfilled at all. Experience teaches us
that the maxim um co iled wire length is
about 1. /20. Thus a 100 MIll
tran sformer can have a wire length of
1501111ll. while for a 3 G Hz tran sformer
the Figure is only Smm! 'Ib is e ffect ca n
even I:Ic erected into a principle and
corresponding circuit transformers can
he developed . But that is outside the
sco pe o f this art icle .

Once the size has been determined, we
have to look for a suitable co re mete
rial. Manufacturers usually specify the
optimal frequency range for broad -hand
trans forme rs. which CJ n he used fo r
orienta t ion purpo~es. In the same way.
curves show ing Ihe complex pennca bil
ity. ~\' which is made up of a rea l
clement and an imaginary one, are
often printed in data sheets.
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F ig.4: Partial Capacitances of a
Tr ansformer with two turns

2 3 S 10
e
d

Fig .3: Prox imity Effect for Round
Conductors

H g.I, made from 90% magnetically
ideal conductive material and a 10% air
gap . The flow lines of an individual
turn o f wire in the unfavourable
position (in relation to the air gap) will
find a 511011cr pat h if they run directly
around the wire. The core is thus
largely ineffect ive. This is not tbe case
with double -bore cores, espec ially if the
wire completely fills the bore.

The selec tion of a suitable core is thus
dependent on the number of turns. A
douhle-bore core is used for a few
turns, while a ring core is preferable for
many. It is even possible now to
estimate the wire diameter. POTdouble
bore cores the bore should be tilled as
co mple tely us possible. sud for ring
cores one tum should lie on top of
another in. the bore. We shall sec later

As is generally known, at high fre
quency the current flows only in a thin
layer on the surface of a conductor.
from a specific cut-off frequency on
wards, the impedance continuously in
creases in accordance with the law o f
-vf (see Fig.2). Wires with a diame ter of
O.lmm have a cut-off freq uency
amounting to 10 MHz, and for those
with a diameter of l rom the va lue is
100 klIz. Nevertheless, no matter how
high tbc frequency. the thicker wire bas
a lower impedance than the thinner.
The law of -.If can be understood only
as slating. (hal the ohmic resistance and
the inductance increase simultaneously
and by the same amount. So, in the
frequency range which interests us here,
not only docs the coil resistance in-

that this kind of winding can also have
disadvantages. So the advantages and
disadvantages must be balanced against
each other in each individual case. In
any eve nt. uniform di..tribu tion of the
coil around the perimeter is very impor
tant for ring cores, much more impor
tant than reducing Ihe capacitance be
tween the beginning and the end of a
tum by leaving Q sector spare, as is
oftcn recommended. All turns must be
threaded through double-bore cores
twice, whilst naturally they only need
he threaded through ring cores once.
The physical buses also have a bcnc fi
cial effect 0 11 the amount of wo rk
involved in the winding!

3.
SKIN AND PROX IMITY
EFFECTS

.e -<' ) C[)
/ ........

• \ ~J!t I,
,2

"'__. )< I I
I

2
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4.
INTERNAL C APACITANCE

Accordingly, C-toa if a -+1.1. Fortunately,
the practical situation is more user
friendly. Depending on the amount of
twisting, wires which arc simply twis
ted yield va lues of between 0.8 and
2pF/cm,. irrespec tive of the wire diame
tcr. Cn and C2~ are each alloca ted half

All windings have a part ial capaci tance
aga inst each tum in their own coil, and
aga inst a ll other turns. This monstrously
complicated situation can be easily
surveyed only if you make very
considerable simplifica tions. Fig.e, sho
wing the six possible artificial capacit
ance values between the accessible
ends of the primary and secondary
windings, constit utes such an in
comp lete representa tion of rea lity, The
two wind ings arc o ften twisted toge ther
before coiling. in order to keep the
leakage inductance low, Cu and C2~

can then be assumed 10 be large in
relation to the other partial capacit
ances, Th is case can also. to some
extent. be theoretically comprehended
and ca lculated as a double wire c ircuit.
The equation applying is:

VHF COMMUNICATIONS 2/94

crease with the frequency, but the
inductance docs as well. The rise can
be so co nside rable that (he DC
resistance of a co il essentially plays no
further role .

The less well-known prox imity effect
increases the resistance and inductance
further if other cond uctors arc carry ing
Ihe same curre nt in the vicinity. This is
na turally alwa ys the case with
transform ers. Now , it still comes down
to whether other conductors arc e:llT)'
ing current flowing in the same direc 
tion or the opposite direction. The
forme r is the case if the turns arc in the
same coi l, and the second circumstance
arises if turns from the secondary coil
are ill the vicin ity,

Fig..3 presuppo~s only a single addui
onal conductor in the vicinity. Ilcrc the
curren t is pushed out into the areas of
the co nductor surface shown in black.
The increase in the impedance, as
against the conductor. which is anyway
already plagued by th e skin effect, is
again very considerable, Matters be

come even more complicated if Several
live wires are runni ng in thc vicinity,
which means advance calculation is
scarcely possible.

From the skin and proximity effects we
learn that it can be advantageous to
keep a certain distance between con
ductors, This can be done through
double ename lling or through add itional
silk covering. The distance to the
windings of another co il is more critical
than that to windings of the same coil.
Later this will bring us into conflict
with an oppo site requirement - to
reduce the leakage inductan ce as much
as possibl e.

C/pF "" 0,28 ' Cr . I/cm

1n (~+y~-1 )

where:

Ey = die lect ric constant
I = length
a = distance between cent res
d = wire diame ter

(3)
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known permeability, then the induct
ance can be calculated. even from the
dimensions:

of the value thus arrived at. With the
assistance of estimated values for
lengths and distances, the values for the
other capacitors can be estimated, at
least in tenus of their order of mag
nitude.

D,=2 · w2 • Jlr . h/cm . In
D,

(5)

5.
INDUCTANCES

The main inductance of a transformer is
ca lculated in the well-kn own fashion
from equation (4):

The AL value is either known (from the
core manufacturer) or is determined.
using a sample coil, at a frequency far
below that of the main resonance.
Sho uld a ring core be used, with a

L =AL -w2

where:

AL = inductance factor
w = number of turns

(4)

where:

h = ring core height
D2 = external diameter
D, '" internal diameter

Equation (5) · reveals two important
facts. First, the inductance does nol
depend on the diameter, but only on the
ratio of the external diameter 10 the
interna l diameter. This allows for
miniaturisarion without loss of induct 
ance, provided the ring core height is
retained. Secondly, the inductance is
proportional to a dimension if similar
ring cores - i.e . D2, D1 in the same ratio
- arc in usc. If a transformer has been
optimised for a specific frequency, an
optimal transformer can immediately be
obtained for anoth er frequency by in
creasing or decreasing all the dimen
sions in relation to the frequencies and
keeping the same number of turns.

Fig.S: Impedance level or 8 Double
Circuit

Fig,6: Impedance level or 8 Double
Circuit made rrom twisted
CuL wires (as per ARRL)
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Fi~.7 : Ct rcun for z-pol e and 4-po le measurements on Transformers
Note: Vierpolmessung ;: ] -pole measurement, Zweipolmessung;: 4-pole

Leakage inductance arises because frac
tions of the primary flow avoid the
secondary windings. For windings twis
ted toget her. it is the fraction which
flows between two wires through the
coaling and not through the core. The
core materia l therefore plays 110 part.
and the leakage inductance can be
ca lculated for the double wire circuit
using formul a (6):

2a a
Ls/nl l = 4 . Lcm (In - - -) (6)

d I

This function is a lso plotted in Fig.5. '4.
changes very abrupt ly for low aId
ratios. Small interval changes arc ex
pressed by large changes in 700, Ilerc
too. the real technica l situation is. much
more user-friendly. After ARRL meas
urements ( I ) on twisted enamel led
wires. a desired impeda nce level can he
repcuta bly set, with the length of twist
and the wire diameter within specif ic
limits. For Hg .6, the values given in
AWG and inches in ( I) were converted
into the metric system. No general
regularit y can he discerned ill the
curves a lone.

For a ~ d and I ~~ a. it changes into l .s ;:
3.7 nl l/cm., which applies for a ll wire
diameters. So if a transformer has a
twisted coil with a length o f acm. the n
its leakage inductance will he approx.
15 nI l.

Th e impedance level. 'I...... of the double
wire circuit is often also of interest if,
for example. the feed to the trans former
is of a significant length and can be
executed to match the impedance level.

) (7)

Those working with th inner wires must
carry out 20 measurements themselves.
/\. further application for a transformer
development match ing an impedance
level can be seen later in Pig.l Ic.

111e feed inductances. which arc them
selves not zero if the coil start and end
arc twisted toge ther. are of particular
importance. This case can be ca lculated
in acco rdance with equation (6). Separ
ated feed wires can be comprehended
as a circuit with a diame ter. D. We then
obtain:
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L/oH
D

= 2 - 1t . DIem · 10
d

(8)

clples can provide very valua ble hint s
on the direction in which changes are to
be made if the result is 10 satisfy your
desires.

In order to get some idea of the size of
a feed inductance. we set D = O.5cm
and Old = 20, and we a beam exactly 10
DH. Th e feed has a similar inductance
to th e lea kage ind uct ance of a
transformer with a wire length of 3cm.
The feed wire is th us genera lly not
negligible, and in practise must be kept
3 S short as po ssib le.

Some curves deviate from the formula
bid down (3). They serve more to
explain the principles than for cal
cu lation purposes here . Owing to the
fact that the complex permeability, the
skin effect and the proximity effect
depend Oil the freque ncy . the case
ari ses here that the derivation of
Murph y' s Law - "a ll constants are
variable" - not on ly applies but is
physica lly dem onstrable. Thus it is still
necessary to proceed empirically to
ohta in the practi cal di mensions of high
frequency tran sformers. But the prin-

dB
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6.
EMPIRICAL DI:l-lENSION·
I/I;G

Having selected the core size. shape
and material. ca lculated or est imated
the coil and determi ned the inductances
and capaci tances. we now want to fi nd
out as quickly as possible how well our
transformer works. We can 't do this
entirely without mea suring equipment.
A circuit wi ll he need ed with which
two- and four-pole measurements can
be carried out ove r a wide frequency
range. Such a c ircuit was taken from
(2 ) and is reproduced in r ig.7. At the
front is a signal gen erator, which can be
manually ad justed, and the tracking
generator of a spectrum an..lyser. At the
rear are a sensitive high-frequency
voltmeter and the receiver section of a
spectrum analyser. A network ana lyser
can naturally be used as well.

No long mathematical calculations are
required to substantiate the theory that
a good transformer runn ing idle at the

FIR·8:
Dimensioning or a Transformer by
nean s or Me as ure d Curv es tor
Id le-Running (L) and Short Circuit
(K) I mpeda nce va lues. Useful re gion
(1\), F requency r ange (1-') when
O pera t ing Impedance va lue (ZiJ is
selec ted
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output will have a very high impe dance
on the input side, and vice versa. If
there is a short-circuit at the output, its
input impedance must he small . Meas
uring the blocked imp edance and short
circuit impedance level s is the fastest
way of determining the frequency range
and the faults of the transformer, and
simultaneous ly obtaining enough in
formation to carry 0 111 any improve
ments which may prove necessary. The
picture obtained coul d be something
like Pig.x. Here all the "variable const
ants", together with the only approxim
ately ca lcula ted partial capacitances
and inductances, have the same effects
as they will in opera tion later.

The I.-curve (idlc running) initially
rises from low to high frequencies,
conditioned by the main inductan ce.
There then follows a resonance with the
internal capac itance, which is sharp if
the qua lit y o f th e mate rial i s
sufficiently high, but which can also be
of little significance, or can be absent
altogether if the core material displays
big losses . Subsequently, because of the
internal capacitan ce, a decrease in the
impedance occu rs, which frequently

also ind icates a resonance hole, shoul d
the internal capacitance and the leakage
inductance form a series resonance of a
sufficiently high level. At very low
frequencies, the short-circuit curve , K,
is horizontal, and corresponds to the
DC resis tance there. This is follow ed by
a section with a gradient of 22.5 0 if a
skin ef fect arises, or with a gradient of
45 0 if the leaka ge indu ctance
predomina tes. A resonance also often
form s at high frequencies in which
capacitances of which we have not yet
spoken playa role. e.g. the switching
capacitance of the measurement circuit
in Fig.? (about 1pF) or a capacitance
lying parallel to the leakage inductance
in the transformer. Belo w the Lcurvc
and above the Kccurvc lies region A • it
keeps its distance from both curves. It
is reasonable to use the transformer

here. The following considerations ap
ply.

A reasonable limit for the additional
damping is IdB. It arises. for example,
if the DC resistan ce of the transformer
is 1/9 of the operating impedance, 7,b'

An interval of 19dB is associated with
this, which is also to he maintained for

Fig.9:
Spectru m of a 51n
Reference Imped ance
in a Measurement
Circuit as p CI' Fi~.7

Y: lOdB/d iv (right-
hand scale)

X: 50 M H7Jdiv,
0...500 MHz

(Zero mark visible on
left)
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a ll other horizont al cu rving sect ions of
the I. -curve and the K-curve. Should
the curv e, run below ± 45 : there arc
thus pure reactiv e impedances, and a
similar consideration applies - that an
interval of dH is to be ma inta ined .
Finally, for sections of curves below
22.5: an interval o f 12dB must be
mai ntained. it is clear from all this thai
the transformer in Fig .S can be operated
with various operating impedance lev
e1s. In each case. it will have a different
frequency range , F. for a rise of IdB in
the additional damping at the freque ncy
ran ge limits. The range F, 10 whic h the
operating impedance, 7-t>. of about 12dB
below 7"(1 belongs, is clearly as broad
band as possible. All other ranges arc
just as usefu l if they meet the develop 
er 's wishes.

Should the transformer have a wind ing
rat io deviating from 1:1, reverse it and
measure on the other side. with the first
tum either id ling or short -cir cuited , The
Lcurve and the K-curv e will he exactly
the same. but displaced up or down.
The displacement gives a precise meas
urement of the resistance -winding ratio.

Empirical dimen sion ing can go further
should the transformer stil l nOI meet the
developer' s wishes . By appropriate use
of the relationships known from the
principles, the L curve is displaced
upwards as far as possib le, into the
middle of the desired freq uency range .
This may mean it is necessary to
change the number of turn s or to select
another core material or another core
size. At the same time . the K curve

' 02

Q b c

Fig.l1:
T hree possibje
Connection Diagrams
for Spooled Speci men
Cores
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should be as low as possible. In many
cases, no sufficiently large region A is
available. 1\ decision then has to be
taken as to whether more additional
damping is permitted (distances to the
Lcurvc and Kccurve shorter ), or whet
her the frequency range, F, can be
reduced.

Should the Lccurve and Kccurve be
satisfactory, e;nl)' out a four-pole meas
urement liS per Fig.7, using the same
measuring rig, with the transformer
being balanced on the input lind output
sides with the desired impedance levels,
Rg and Rl.

Th is measurement should then dc rnonst

rate that the transformer has "sue
reeded".

7.
SO~1E EXA~1PLES

Rin g: cores made from various materials
arc availahlc with external diamet ers of
omm. Their size makes them suitable
for frequenci es of up to .)00 11Hz. But
the diffic ulties increase with the fro
qucncy. So the only examples given
ha c arc those which deal with fre
quencies at the upper end of the Vl lf
range.

The ring cores were provid ed with a
twisted coil made from two 0.1 CuI.
wires with 5 IUnIs. The coiled wire
leng th is 4cm, which should be
sufficiently short for up to 375 :\1Hz.
Moreover, an additional little double
bore core with roughly the same core
cross-section was provided with identi
ca l winding and also measured.

The measurement circuit from Fig.7
was wired up to a spectrum analyse r
with a built- in tracking generator. Z
measurement of a 5112 ohmic resis tance
gives the reference line of Fig.9. It
should actually be completely flat. The
oscillations in the 0 10 500 "M}Iz
frequency mnge ar ise through inadcq
uacics in the mea surement circuit, the
level control of the tracking generator,
the frequency rcspollSc of the analyser
and ripple on the connection cables. No
measures were taken to eliminate the
oscillations. Most radio amateurs have
to Jive with simila r inadequacies in
their equipment. Nevertheless. we can
find out everything worth knowing
ab ou t the transformer to be measured.

Fig.S was plotted on a log-Jog scale. Tn
this representat ion, which coinci des
with the us ual " hig h- freq uenc y
wallpaper", the identificat ion of rcac
tivc com pone nts is particularly simple.
Depend ing on the gradient in Hg. l Oa . it
can be seen lit a glance whether you arc
dealing with an ohmic resistance (a). a
capacitance (b), all inductance (c) or a
skin effect (d). The analyser used here,
like most of them, has <I linear fro
quency axis. The 4 differen t impedance
curves then appear as shown in Fig. IOb.
This is extremely confusing and takes a
lot of getting used to .

The coiled cores should have been used
in the meas ureme nt circuit in the same
way as they arc wired lip later for
operation. With the winding described,
three applications are conceiva ble, the
circuits for which are sketched in
Fig.I 1: a I :1 transformer, with or
without phase reversal (a), a 1:2 up
wards transforme r (b) and a balun (c) .
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L K
Fig.12: Id l ('·Uunni n~ (L) and ShOTI Cfrcutt (K) Imped ance of Transform er

with Te non Ring Cores (both axes lire shown here, and in 11 11
subsequent spect rums, on the sante "Calf ar. for F ig:.9)

,
!.. 1\

V -"---
L K
Fig .I:': Iron Oxide Ring Core mad e from Vll~f Fd W3

L K
Fig.U : FUTile Ring Core mad e from Vogi FiUO
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The reasons for the relatively unfavour
able results are: in the elise of the
Tenon ring. the low permeability of the
core; for all the ring cores. the loose
winding, which is far Irom the o ptima l
windi n g d ensi t y ; a nd for a ll
transformers the feed inductance. 3 to
&lB can he gained hy using rea lly short
connection wires. laying them ncar the
frame. or twisting. The winding of the
double bore core can not he improved
us this coil com pletely fi lls the bore.
Thicker wires could be used for the ring
cores. Sma ller cores ca n also bring the
K-curve down.

Finall y, all transformers, with in a lim
itcd frequency range. can he consider
ably improved if the leakage inductan ce
is compensated for. This can often be

done by the suitable selection of a
coupling capa citor which is a lready
available. The K-curve then has a
resonance hole, and can dro p to the
sum of the OC resistance and the skin
effect resistance.

The iron powder ring core should be
good for frequencies of 60 to 200 MHz,
with the best operating impedance
rising from 30 to l OOn .

f inally, the ferri te double bore core
comes out. pretty well like the ferri te
ring core, with a frequency range of 20
to 175 :MIIz for a / 1> value of 10 to
noo.

The latter is nOI really a transformer,
but rather a choke for the suppression
of the asym me trica l current at the
output. So we have not pursued this
application any further . The measure
ment curves di splayed below relate to
applicat ion a from Fig. ll, with phase
reversal. The end of the first strand of
the twisted co il is linked 10 the be

ginning of the second strand. and this
po int is ea rthc'd. The connection ends of
the inputs and output s o f the
transformer were deliberately selected
to he not very short (7 to 8mm), so the
Iced inductance is cons iderabl e. Apart
from the commercially available ring
cores with D2 =6mm , Dl ""2mm and h
= zmm. a Teflon ring was also wound
with about the same dimensions and
was a lso measured. Fig's.12 to 16 show
the L curves and Kccurvcs for a ll the
cores. The scale corresponds to that of
Fig.Q. Readers with image storage will
prefer to store the curves for the
re ference impedance, together with the
two other curves, and display them
simultaneous ly on the screen. The rest
of us will now have to comp are the
curves , in order to find the reg ion !I. in
which a feasible t ransformer can be
made into a rea lity using the core in
question and thi s wind ing .

f-rom th is we call learn that : The
transformer with the Tenon ring core
can rea lly he used at only one fre
quency, app. 350 MHz, with an operat
ing impedance of about 250n . But it
will be explained later how it can be
made into a perfectly good transformer
for a higher freq uency range.

The transforme r with the iron oxide
ring core is suitable for frequencies

'-'-"--== = "-===--- - - - - -----(t ·
between 175 and 260 Mlb., with Zb =:

120 10 1701'1. With ferrite ring cores,
the frequency range is 20 10 160 MHz.
At low frequencies Zb = 151'1 should he
optimal, and at high frequencies Zb =
non

VHF COMMUNICAn ONS 2/94
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L K
Fi~.1 5 : Iron Powder Ring Core mede from Amidon IO-M ix

L
Fig.16: Double Bore Core made from Siemens U17

L, I2

2

Fig.I?: Equivalent Circuit Diagram for explaining Compensation
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' l~IJ I
to san

ion lp "L-'-ilCp
C

o

--:t-~~,-t_ _ Fig.18'
lOp I Series a nd Parallel

son: 2p2 -;::;- Compensation
a. 1:1 Phase Tra nsfor mer
b. 1:2 Upwards

Transformer

8.
COMPENSATION

r ig.I? shows an equivalent circuit dia
gram which can be used to clarify
compensation measures. The main in
ductance. LIl' the internal capacity, Cw •

the loss resistance, R". the series
resis tance, R~. and the leaka ge induct
ance, L,. are uniformly distributed on
both sides around an ideal transformer,
O.
On the assumpti on that the ser ies
impedance values are low, as agains t
the shunt impedances, we ma inly mea s
ure Lh, C", and R, at the terminal pair I
• 2 and at the other termina l pair 3 - 4
in id le running; for a short circuit, by
contrast, we mainly measure L. and R•.
The series compensation consists of

capacitors in series, with an input and
an output which are precisely in reso
nance with I ,s at the desired frequency.
It is possible, even without parallel
compensation, that the resonance peak
of the L curve will he displaced to
another desired frequency. Doth capac
ities and inductances which can do this
are conce ivable.

The parallel compensation measures
will be used only in cases when, due to
variation in the number of tUnIS, the
main resonance can not be displaced to
thc desired frequency.

Both types of compensation can be
quickly and conveniently dimensioned
with the aid of the mea surement circuit.
Let ' s try it on the transformer with the
Tenon ring cores, which is really
unsuitable,

K
Fig.19: Idle-Running (L) and Short Circuit Impedance (K) of Compensa ted 1:1

Transformer with Tenon Ring Cor e
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a h
Fig.20: Propagat ion Factor of T ransformer wilh Tenon Ring Core

a. as per circuit, "'i~.18a

b. as per circuit, F ig.ISh

If a IOpF capacitor is wired up in series
to both terminal pairs, this generates a
resonance hole in the K curve at
exa ct ly 300 MIll.. Parallel switching of
Ipf to each terminal pair displaces the
resonance in the L curve from 360 ( 0

300 MIT!.. The circuit obtained can be
seen ill Flg.I xa. The L curve and K
curve arc now as shown in Fig.19.
There is a big enough reg ion A for a
frequency ra nge of 260 10 320 Mill
with operating impedance values of 50
to l20n . Four-po le measurement
(Fig.20a) at son, with both sides sca led
off. certainly gives us a flat line over a
wider frequency range, hut the reso-

Iution is not adequate for locating the
IdE band width. Point-by-point meas
urement using: a signal generator and a
high-frequency voltmeter male a more
accurate ana lysis poss ible . The
transformer created can be used be 
tween 180 and 310 YfHz (Fig.21a).

The same winding can also be used. as
per Eig. f Sb, as a 1:2 upwards
transformer, in order. for example, to
carry out noise matching on an rE T.
f or this application, the secondary runs
idle. There is thus no point in carrying
out a series compensation there. So all
compe nsation measures are carr ied out
on the primary. as Fig.l Sh shows.

/
18O -310M';"I

"i- ./l

3

2 \
1 \ 180-S40MHz

1-. / ia
200 300
MHz

500

a co
~•c

200 300
MHz

500

b

Fi~.21 : Very Precise measurem ent of Additiona l Dam ping of Tran sformer with
Tenon Ring Core
a. as per circuit. Fig.18s
b. as per circuit . Fig.l 8b
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Fig,2Gb show s four -pole mea surement
oyer the wide frequency range. More
precise measurement, as per Fig .2Ib,
reveals that the equipment is usable
between 180 and 540 ~11 Il. The reduc
tion in the additiona l damping above
310 Ml lz arises through an additional
resonance of the secondary leakage
inductance with the mea surem ent cir
cuit cap acitance , Shou ld the secondary
be sealed off at 2oon, we obtain a
frequency response which is very sim
ilar to Pig.z l a.

sation, but the frequency range is
reduced. Very small cores and very
short connection lines allow equipment
to be used at much higher frequencies
than cou ld be demonstrated here . owing
to a lack of appropriate meas uring
equip ment. At any rate, very low-loss
transformers can still be manufactured
without sub-miniature technology up to
500 Mllz. The usc of cores with Ilr = 1
makes it possible to manufacture
transformers for which there is no
longer any suitable core mate rial. even
for such frequency ranges.

9.
SUMMARY 10.

LITERATURE

Measurem ent o f the idle -runn ing a nd
short-c ircuit impedance values over a
wide frequency range is proposed, in
order to devel op hi gh - frequency
transform ers , T he measurement ci rcuit
required is not expens ive . Examples arc
given sho wing what curves can be
expected. how they should be m
terpreted, and what measures arc re
quircd to match their course to the
problem definition in each indiv idual
case. Defect ive transformers can be
considera bly improved hy compcn-

(I ) Thc ARRL -Handbook 199 1,
chapter 1, p3gC 3 - 13. The
American Radio Relay League,
Newington CT

(2) D.Burchard (1992) : Crysta l
Te sting. VHF Communications , no.
3, 1993, pp. 162 - 177.

(1) Mcinkc/Gundlach (1968)
High-Frequency Engineer ing
Handbook.Jrd Edition. Springer
Verlag , Berlin
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IThe Parabolic 24cm Preamplifierl
A fully weather-proofed very high-quality preamplifier
covering 1200 MHz to 1360 MHz. Mounted in a sealed

diecast enclosure with weatherproof N-type sockets for
input and output. DC powered via the output socket for

remote mast-head mounting.

GAIN >40dB across the band
NOISEFIGURE <1.6dB

£120 + £5 post and packing

KM Publications, 5 Ware Orchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby,
CV238UF, U.K.

Tel: 0788 890 365; Int: +44788890365
Fax: 0788 891883; Int: +44788891883

ALL MAJOR cnrmr CARDS ACCEPTED

Very low noise aerial amplifier for th
L-bandas per the YT3MV articleon pag

::NIh 90 of VHF Communications 2/92.
'~\1~ Kit complete with housingAn No. 6358

DM 69. Orders 10 KM Publications ar th
address shown on the inside coverI or t

UKW·Berichledirect
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Josef Fehrenbach . DJ 7 FJ

Dual-Band Exciter for
10 GHz and 24 GHz

A reneetor, Iwn G ill hands a nd on ly
o ne dual-band e xc i ter - th ts
arra ngement orrers man y adva nI8~es.

wheth er in term s of cUll ing down on
wctght or of (he possibility of
poo;itioning the aeria l al 10 G Hz and
(hen wor king al 24 Gllz with th e
aerial already aligned.

level. Whilst the noise factors of the
inpul stages tumble year by year with
the help of ImMT's. Irammi~'iion

power levels of mort than lOOmW
unfortu nat ely conti nue 10 remain
unatta inable for most OM's. Moreover,
the 24 G Hz technology surplus
mark et provides very lillie which is of
usc here.

I .
INTROIlUCI'ION

Anyone who is already QRV on
10 GHz and would now like 10 extend
his or he r activi ties 10 the next highest
amateur hand at 24 GHz has 10 struggle
with a few unusual features in the
process. Narrow-band technology is
already established. with adequate
frequency stability . However , the
rece iver sensitivity and the transmission
power available (if the price is L::epl
reasonahle) are still markedly below
those now ava ilable at the 10 Gllz

Apart from the already higher path
attenuation, act ive radio operation is
a lso made more di fficult by additional
attenuation. e.g . due to water vapour
(moisture. mist, rain. snow. ha il).

l f your recei ver noise figure has a lready
been optimised and the transmission
power has been matched to your money
hag. the only way left open to improve
the technical potentia l is through the
aerial. Only by this means is it still
possible to mate ·up for a few of the
IOJ:~ generated. for example, by too
low a transmission power and by the
high path attenuation. For any further
gain to be obtained. the aerial has to be

'"
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as large as possib le. The easiest way to
obta in high gain leve ls is using satellite
dishes. The gain from sate llite dishes is
calc ulated as :

• d
G[dB] = 10 · log {(--)2 . ~ {

l.

Unfortunately, the apex angle of an
aeria l is inversely proportional to its
gain . The apex angles of satellite dishes
can be easily estima ted using the
equat ion below:

<p e 70l./d

where :

d = diameter of dish
A. = wavelength
11 = aperture efficiency using amateur

reflectors - usuall y 0.5 to 0.6

where :

<p = horizontal and vertical apex angle
A = wavelength
d = diamet er of dish

/ 0 ', I

O-~ / 6

~6,1 6,1

'n
"".J'!l,[ ~H (5 3,8 ~ Rna b

L ,','

OJ 7FJ

F ig.1: Dimensions of the 10/24 GHz Dual-Band Exciter
Eqpt: Copper Pipe, R220 Waveguide, 2 Flanges and an SMA Socket
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Tables relating to the above relation
ships between aerial size , gain, apex
angle and wavelength can be fouud in
the literature, e.g. in (I ).

At 24 G'lb, satellite dishes between
J oc r » and 1m obtain from 35 to 45dB
with apex angle s of 3 0 to O.8 ~ Un
fort unately, these apex angles must be
respected, not only in the horizonta l
plane, but in the vertica l plane as well.

Consequently, with these prec onditions,
it is obviously very desirable to operate
with an aerial which is preci sely al
igned even be fore the QSO hegins.
With a dual-hand aeria l which is first
optimised in the low-frequency 10 GIlt.
hand (with s ignificant signal reserv es),
this can he achieved considerably more
easily than hy working di rectly at
24 (;l it.. Moreover. such a dual-band
aerial is extremely practical for portable
mode itsel f (URT, among other things).

This article describes a dual-band exci
ter for 10 and 24 Olb. for usc in
satelli te dishes. with a "focus/diameter
ratto'', fld , of app. 0.35 to 0.4.

<,
/ f'\ --- -

~
./

\- r-
~ '-

DJ7 FJ--

I / \ ~ I

t
lOGHz \ ;"'-1

1/ ~(jHl

1\ - -.;::::
/ \

,
I Oh FJ, -- --

t/mm _
26 28 )0

o

A pipe rad iator for the l3cm band is
described in (2). The relati onships be
tween f/d and the measurement of the
associated feed-ho m arc also comprehe
nsively expla ined there. On the basis of
a reflector with a " focus/diameter ratio"
(f/d) of. for example, 0.38, we obta in a
focus angle of about 130 ~ For a
rectangular hom exciter, this gives us
an a . A. value of 0.79 and a b · A value
of 0.66 for 10 G Hz. If we start with a
round hom , from the ave rage of the two
values, we arrive at a hom diam eter of
apr. 0.72 . A. At 10 (j lIz (A = 3em),
that corresponds to a hom diameter of
21.6mm

Copper pipes with external diameters of
20mm and interna l diameters of f xmm.
obta ined on the construction ma rket,
come very close to th is dimension.
Provided you don ' t bend them. the se
pipes make sple ndid wave guides for
10 GHz. If you mourn such a round
wave guide into the focus of a reflector,
without an add itional hom, th is is

2.
OPERATING PRINCIPLE

\0"
tl mm

'"

-s

-4

o
•t

Fig,2: Radiator Len gth plott ed
against Gain at 2~ Gliz

Fig~l : Opn mlslng Gain by chan~in~

Radiator Position
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already a very good radiator for
refl ectors with an f/d of llpp. 0,35. Such
a radiator forms the basis of the
combination radiator described here.

The 10 GHz section consists of a round
wave guide with an internal diameter of
18mm The 10 GHz signal is coupled in
through a coaxial wave guide transition
by means of a pin .

Th e length of the wave guide unit is not
critical for 10 GIll.. The open wave
guide end can be used directly as a
radia tor. You are recommended to press
on a small horn (expand the tube end)
Oi l fld ratios app roaching 0.4. Experi 
ments tavc shown that this can increase
the aeria l gain by up to 1.3dB. as
again st a wave guide end which has
simply been turned. 1\ grooved horn
available as basic equipment for
11 GJJz satellite television which
matched the wave guide diameter gave
the same readings.

Fig. I shows the radiator set-up for
10 Gill. and the expansion for 24 GIlL.
A 24 Gllz E220 rectangular wave guide
was mounted into the closing plate of
the 10 GHz radiator. The lower limiting
frequency of the R220 led us to expect
total locking for 10 GHz. which meas
urements confinnetl. Measurements of
the adaptation at the 10 GHl coupling
jack showed that it made no difference
whether the pipe was closed off with a
cont inuous plate or with an R220 wave
guide inside such a plate.

Measurements of the gain from the
10 GIll section also showed no discer
nible changes. What we still had to
determine was what influences or losses
would be generated in the 24 GHz
signal by the 10 GHz pin. It also had [0

114

.,

DJ7FJ

FigA: Construclion Dimensions for
a " Compe nsated Bend" made
fro m Waveguide Matertat

be determined how the gai n at 24 Gllz
behaves in relation to the length of the
round wave guide.

2,1. Expertmems with Prototy pe

A radio path with a length of 300m and
a tes t reflector with a diameter of 70cm
and an fld of 0.38 were used for the
experiments described below.

f ig.2 plots the relat ionship of the
radiator length to the gain obtainable at
24 GHz . The radia tor posit ion, i.e. its
distance from the reflector, was optim
ised for maximum gam in each case.
The optimum readings were clearly
obtained with a radiator length of
48mm - and you don' t have [0 he
accurate to a tenth of a millimetre. As
expected, the variation in the length
tested had 110 influcnee at 10 Gl I7..

Further experiments were carried out
with dimensions in accordance with
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Hg. t . i.e. with a radiator length of
48mm The relat ive gain at 10 Gil l and
24 Gill wa.. determined in relation (0
the optimal radiator position in each
case . The maximum readings were
about tern apart. but tbe drop in each
case i~ insignificant (see Fig.3). When
we copied this model. we had to
determine the optimum rad iator position
using a beacon. Anyone who can't
rece ive beacons for the two hands
should optimise using the band ava ila
hIe. As the experiments showed. the
deviation from the optimum radiator
position is not evident.

At 10 UHz and 24 GITz, the matching
values gave a return loss of bette r than
ISd B. The coupling from 10 Oll z to
24 GII1' could not be measu red. The
coupling. from 24 GHz to the 10 GHl
coaxial out put amounted 10 app. IOdR.
Anyone who wants to generate output
using this system at 24 G Hz should
either build a stop filter into the
10 GI ll. port or switch the 10 Gill:
pre -amplifie r o ff when trans mitt ing at
24 Gill .

3.
SET·UP

The copper rad iator pipe is CUI to the
appropriate length . Before the holes and
threads for the SMA 2-bore flanged
bush are bored and cut (4-bore unit s
can also be used), a flat surface
approximately 4.5mm wide should be
pre pared at the appropriate location by
milhng or filing . The coupling pin
consists of the connection pin of the
SMA bush and a Imm silver wire,

soldered on and nipped off at the
correct length. So that the R220 wave
guide can be incorporated more easily,
it i s re co mme nd ed th a t yo u
ma nufacture an adapter unit about
20-3Omm long. To do this, solder two
wave guide flanges onto a suitable
wave guide unit. If one bush is clamped
into a four-jaw chuck and held, the
other one can be ca refully turned to an
external diameter of 18mm This adapter
is then pushed into the copper pipe ,
brought into the correct position and
soldered in. The soldering should be
done using as litt le solder as possible,
preferably on a hotplate or using bot
a ir. The wave guide flanges can he
made to bulge on the side facing away
from the connection in question before
the first soldering by light blows from a

centre punch, so that they sit tightly on
the wave guides. Otherwise, you run the
risk that the adapte r will fall apart
again during the fina l soldering process.

Anyone who doesn't have turn ing
equipment ava ilable can, for example,
mount a cornered closing plate instead
of the bush adapted to the pipe, with a
suitable opening for the R220 wave
guide.

3.1, Installation In Reflector

The radiator call be fastened using a
3 or 4 strut , and the 10 OBz signal can
be fed in by means of a high-quali ty
cable. For 24 0 Hz, in any case, you are
recommended to usc a kind of "walking
stick" made of wave guide material.
Those wishing to produce the comers
required for this themselves will fmd
some tips in Fig.4 on the construction
of a compensated bend using R220 for
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24 .192 GHz. The only critical dimen
sio ns arc the chamfers on to the comer
cover, which have an interna l length of
6.4mm The M2.5 threaded bores need
to be manufactured only once as a pair
for the whole walking st ick. If
necessary. Ihey can lake adjustment
screws.

4.
FUNCTIO:'iAL TEST xxn
GAIN CO\IPARISON

preceding 10 GHz QSo. It has been
shown time lind aga in that the aerial
setting really needed no further optim
isation following the switch from
10 GHz to 24 GHz. This more than
compensates for the loss of the final
2.5 dB by comparison with the uncerta
inty of direction which would otherwise
prevail and which often leads to failed
QSO ·, .

Readings for a !JOcm sate llite dish with
a dual -band exciter:

Co mpleted systems in 60cm and 9(x:m
reflectors showed thai no loss es o f any
k ind arose due to the building-on of the
24 Gliz sect ion.

10 CiHz 24 Gil l

Gain 37 dB 4 1.5 dB

Apex engle 2.3 0 1.4 ~

At 24 Gill , in comparison with stan
da rd hom equipment and monoband
dishes, reflectors with dual-band exci
tcrs obtained a gain which was always
2 .5 d B be l o w w ha t m o nob un d
exc itement would have produced. This
can essentia lly be traced bad: to the
fact that the exciter' s 24 GHz lobe was
slightly 100 narrow .

The author wishes all success to those
wishing to copy him, and is already
look ing forward to mallY 24 G il"
QSO·s.

5.
LITER ATURE

4.1. Practica l exper iences

Several 24 UHz enthusiasts have been
working on copyin g this exc iter for
some time. QSO ope ration at 24 GHz is
considerably simplified by the ability to
preset the direction precisely during the

(1) RSGB VI-IF-UHF Manual

(2) Tub ular Radiator for Parabolic
Antennas 0 11 the 13cm Band
OJ 1 SI.. VHF Communications
00.4, 1976
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Dr. lng. Iochen Iirmann, DB I "VV

Addenda and Comments
on the Article:
Tracking Generator

(Issue 1/92)

So nu ' co mmen ts r(' g l:l r d ing th e
t ra cking genera to r ror the spect r um
a na lyser are ~t' 1 out hd ow:

I. Tn hi! . 2 (p. ~7). the bottom ten
input is wrongty described: it should
read "From 1. 1.0 of the ana lyser.
I = 450 - 950 MIII , P app. -l Odbm".

1. The earth co nnect ion of the collector
for T I (BF324) and the HXJ~n

resistance (rig ht -hand connection) on

conn ection 2 of n have been
omitted from the equip ping drawing
(Fig, 4, p. 4 1),

.', The basic ! tKl/47 pi-< combinations
for "1'4 for the circuit diagram (fig,
~ , p, 1JJ) and the component s
diagram (Fig. 4, p. 38) have been
transposed; however, th is has no
infl uence on the equipment's
operation.

3 - --
l'3 ,

3

2

,

1 _ .........-- 2

I,

T wisl ind ividual wire s together T hread th ro ugh Fe r r ite Heads
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U1I U2
1 2,3

~

Wire the two-pa ri
windi ngs together,
observing the correct
polarit y

4. If the hole pattern of coils L1 \0 L5
and filter Pil docs not match the
board holes, the co il insert should he
carefully pressed out of the filter
bow l (using a Jmm drill shank.
th rough the balancing bore). turne d
through 90· and re-inserted. Rcmcm
her that the co il un it is made up of
two shells. the coil and the winding
bod y, which com e apa rt ea sily.

5. If the diode yo u lise as the ALe
rectifier is not a high-barrier type,
then the ALe rectifier generales a
considerably higher vo ltage thun in
the specimen unit. and the output
power level can not be set high
enough . Reducing the 331\ 0
resistance at the positive end of P I ,
for example to 10k!!. is of 3.5

sistancc.

6. It seems there is sti ll some lad : of
clarity concerning the structure of
the broad-band transformers and the
significance of the swue hing polarit
ies: here are the instructions again in
an abbrevia ted ConTI :

Twist together two wires of suit
able length:

Thread the twisted wires through
the ferrite heads two or four
limes:

Wire up the two part-windings in
series with th e: right polarity in
such a way that a transformer
winding is crea ted with centre
tapping. In each case, the lap is
at the coupling capacitors for the
MI ring mixer.

The British Amateur Television Club
The foremost association in the world, for anyone anywhere in the world, who is

interested ill Amateur Television.

CQ ·' I" V the quarterly jou rna l o f tile RATe is recognised as the most
professionally produced amateur publication of its kind.

Join the DATC and receive YOUR copy of CQ-T V

Membership is only £9,00 per year. Send your Sterling cheque or credit card
details (non -UK only) to:

BATC, Grenehurs t, Pinewood Road , lIi2h Wycombe, HP12 40 D, UK
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Reiner Frping (DB9JC) and Wolfga ng Schneider (L)j8ES )

13ern FM-ATV Exciter

The following article describes an
FM·ATV exciter for the Bern hand.
Here the authors arc going hack to a
circuit design which has long been
tried and trusted. Following the
circuit developed cur lier fur Bern , a
similar assembly is descrihed here
toda y for the next amateur radio
hand lip (2,320 - 2,450 MHz).

Supplemented hy II power amplifier
and t h e necessary hu se ba nd
preparation for the audio signal at
5.5 Ml lz, the exciter turns into a
complete FM· ATV transmitter.

1.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Fig.I shows the complete circuit for the
FM-ATV exc ite r. The descr iption
below concentrates on the essential
functioning elements, such as the
voltage-controlled oscillator (Ve O) , the
phase lock loop (PLL) and the broad
band amplifier.

1.1. Th e Voltage Controlled
Oscillat or (VC O)

The veo (Fig.2) was designed using
reasonably-priced standard modules .
The capacity diodes are normal UHF
types of component. The same applies
to the osci llator transistor.

The two tuning diodes, 01 and D2
(nB'i05(j), arc directly connected up to
the base of the veo transistor, Tl
(HFR90a). The incorporation of these
structural clements here is determined
by the frequency. All the connections
are to be as short as possible!

The lOkU/ IOO n combinat ion of
resistances between the collector and
the bas e of th e transtst or. T I,
determines its sta tic curre nt. In
addition, the counter-coupling works
for stabilisation through the ton
resistance in the emitter circuit . As
regards high frequencies , the collector
is ear thed th rough 220pF (di sc
capacitor without connecting wiresl) .

The oscillator signal is tapped off at the
emitter for the subsequent amplification
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Audio <>

V~I",. "

+JOV ~

Ffg.t : Ci rcuit Ditl~ram of the B ern F7\1-ATV Exciter

stages. The connecting wires of the
em itter resistance form a coupler. This
loo se connection avoids, as far 3S
possi ble, any feedback effects on the
veo from the stages downstream. "Ib is
osc illator circuit can be adjusted up to
ma x. 2.R U Hf.. Tn the frequency ranges
of interest to us, around 2.15 GHz. a
frequen cy variation range of 600 Mill
is aimed at using a luning voltage of
o to max. 30V, The output power in this

case falls from app. 40mW 031 1.9 GIll
(UTun i n ~ = OY) 10 30mW at 2.5 GHz
(Or" "itl f, = JOV). Hg.3 shows the
relationships in a graph.

1.2. Th e Phase Lock Loop (PLL)

Together with a YeO, the SP5070
(l C5) from Plcsscy forms a complete
PLL syr uhcslser (Fig.4). Thi s system
can be adjusted from 300 to 2,500 MH7,

DJ 8 ES

Fi~.3: veo Frequency and Output
Power as II function orU Tuninll

GHL.

" I
? ' 1- - - ---------- -------J:

I.
i '.

DJ8 ES I .
' . ", , . ,~ " ?<I n ~.'" 21 30~

' .1I., ,

,.
,. !

+ 10V
10_ :::: 220

r ' j~··_r- 1 -L ' 1 °
;' 100 I n

2 ~ 1l8~aMl ( -1'\ 1: "1"
H " i

l
";-1',_, .~o." 

I. ". I I ' ~ ~ ). I l,

I I'" I
III

Fig.2: VCO Circuit
(abst imm = tuning )
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_ ' 0~ I I
~-l veo --tl-~ veo

L_ _ I '" _ (Out)

I '"--_ =,n
+5V

OJ 8 ES

FillA: Pl .l. using Plcsscy Ie
(e bst tmm ;: t uning)

The module comprises a pre-divider
with :J. pre-amplifier and :J. freq uency
divider. The latter has a fixed divider
ractor • the ratio betwee n the syr nhcs
iser frequency and the reference fre
quency is 256:1.

The phase comparator is provided with
its reference frequency, derived from an
external osci llator or a cryst al. The
output of the comparator con trols the
capa city diodes in the veo through an
external transistor (HC848C) .

The reference frequency, conditioned
hy the fixed frequency divider. has 10
he smaller than the syuthcsiscr fre
quency by a factor of 256. This means

1.3. T he Broadband Ampllfler

The amplifier sect ion after the veo is
provided by two MMIC's (rom
Avantck. In a ll. the circuit yields a
max imum of 50rnW at app. 20d B
amplification. The first stage of the
broad-band amplifier is equipped with
an MSI\OX85 (lCI). Wit h its 13dH
amplification in the l Jcm hand. this
MMIC greatly increases the only
loosely coupled VCO signal. The Iunc
tion of this stage ca n simply he chec ked
by measuring for a voltage drop o f
4.4V across the l20n resistor.

"l11( desired out put level is obta ined
only with the second stage, an
MSAI I04 (IC2). 7V can be measured
at the similar point as for the previous
stage . The static CIIITCnt of the broad
band amplifi er at any time is set hy
means of these pre-resistances. For
correct dime nsioning, indepe ndent of
the operating voltage . freque ncy and
required output powe r. the necessary
parameters should be taken from the

u.
Audio

Vid eo

Fig.S:
Component
Layout on the
Ground Plan e
side

12 1
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Fl• .• :
Component
La yout or the
SMD Components
nn the print side

+ 12V
II
•- .---,.--

_.~C;

'M JIIll ...-- -,.--
da ta 51)«'1. And here : RV = «(JH· Up)lIp
and PV = (UH • LID) X Il) apply . from
these calculations . in accordance with
their rat i ll ~ . both resist ances have a
value of 120M .; w.

2.
ASSDIBLY I~STlWCTlO:,(S

The f M-A')V transmitter for the 13CTTI
band L~ assembled 0 11 double-sided
coaled epoxy board measuri ng 72mm x
51 1010. The hoard thus lit." into a

standard tinplate houcing which rncas 
ures 741001 x 55.5mm x 3Omm.

After being CUI 10 size, the board is first
cold silve r-plated and finally bored .
The broad-band amplifiers lie in 11ll:'
hoard . and suitable ho les must be bored
for these. A rece ss measuring apr. Imm
x 8mm should be sawn 0111 on the
corresponding hoard edge.

After the ber ing , the hole s for
resistances, trimmers. the crysta l. etc..
can be drilled 0 11 the ea rth ..ide of the
board (fully-coated side) using a 25 mm
drill. The copper surface around the

drill hole must
he removed.

Once this pre
peratory work
has been ta ken
ca re of, th e
board can be
spraye d w ith
so lde ring lac 
quer . After dry
ing, the eart h
Ic c dt hro ug hs
for the broad
hand amp lifiers
are provided.
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Fi g.7: VCO in "Brelldb mlrd " format

The coupler is prov ided by the con nect
ing wires of the two IOn res istances.
The same appl ies for the cho ke, Drl , in
the emitter ci rcuit .

The diagram below (Fi~.8 ) sho ws the
most impo rtant dimensions for this
coupler, and the enlarged photo of the
veo in Fig.7 sho ws further detai ls.

2.1. Component list

Th e act ual insertio n docs not lalc place
until the hoa rd has been soldered into
the tinplate frame. '111e B:"lC flanged
hush must lie with il ~ Ilange on the
cover edge . If the board is no w inserted
i ll such :I way that the bush pin touche s
the track (cui o ff projecting. Tenon
collars with a kni fe fiN). the top cover
m ust "till go o n sat is facto rily alter the
provisiona l inse rtion of a crystal.

W hen the hoard has been soldered 10

the lateral surface of the housing, the
components ca ll be: insert ed . S ~ln com
poncms can just a.. we ll be used for this
a s conventiona l struct ural cle ments with
connecti ng wires. Pig's .S and 6 show
the layout o f the ind ivid ua l mod ules.

Th e veo is produ ced ill breadboa rd
format (Fig.? ). It is importan t here that
all connections arc made as short as
possible! Only ill this way ca n in
terference from und esirable Inductances
he avo ided.

~
Tl ,_3

ccc-:c--~'- -4-0-
- ' 0 Ohm c....:....:Jg... J l. '_ I .. 1, 5

r. - Plal ioa I -- - - -, _. J.

... __ . ,. ,_ 18

F ig.S: Dimensions of the Co upler
(pIali ne = hUHI'd)

IC I
Ie?
IC)
IC4
tC5
Tl
1'2
Dl . D:?:
Q I . Q2
<I), I

2 x
2x
I x
1 x
2 x
2 x
1 x
2x
1 x
1 x

6 x
1 x
1 x

~ISA0885 (Avantekj
MSA1104 (Avamek)
Voltage relt TA7SLlOl: (Sl\m)
voltage reg TA 78L05F (SMD)
SP5070 (Plessey)
HFR90a (Siemens)
n CS4SC (Siemcns)
8 8505G
Crysta l. sec text
I ..... indi ng with 3mm dia . in
lead of Ion resistor)

IK4148 (S\1 0 )
IOn, O.1W, 9mm bas ic grid
lOOn . O.lW. vmm basic grid
IkQ, O.IW, 9mm basic grid
l OHl 0.1W. 9m m basic grid
n on, 1/2W, I z.Smm basic grid
56!!, l W , I251Tltll basic grid
Pot, lOOQ. 5/lOmm basic grid
90pF trimm , l Omm basic gr id
22OpF. Disc capaci tor

Tefl on hush
BNe socket (UO-290 A/U)
Tinplate hou sing
55.5mm x 74mm x .lOmm
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All other components in SMD format:

3 x 1 ~1 '" f l OV Tant I x IRQ
2 x 10~IF / 20V Tan t I x 47Q
1 x 22pP f l OY Tan! 2 x 750-
1 x O.lpr Foil 2 X12m l
I x OA7pP Poil I x 300Q
1 x l Oul l Choke 5 x 1H l
4 x 4.7pF, ATe chip I x 10 l.:Q

1 x 47pF. ceramic 1 x 331.:£1
1 x l OOpf-. ceramic
11 x 1nL ceramic
I x 1.8nr . I,:,"ramie

The reference oscill ator osci llates at
about 9 MHz. Th is ca ll easily be

checked using. an oscilloscope at pin-9
of the synthcsiser SP5070 (IC5). The
maximum osci llator amplitude is set
using the 90p F trimmer.

When the symhes tser is brought into
ope ration. a video signa l and a Ircquc n
cy-modulated 5.5 MIl l. sound sub
carrier can 1l0W be connected lip and
the first pract ical test ca n he carried
OUI. The FM deviation is set using the
two trim pore utiom ctcrs.

3.
C O \ l\llSS IO';ING ~.

CO';C LUS IO N

The fol1ow illj! me asuring equipment
should be availa ble: Munl -rangc meter,
Freq uency mete r up 10 25 <lIlt. Power
meier tip In 2.5 GH, and an Oscillo

scofX'·

lnifi ..t1ly only the +12V operating volt
age is applied. The power consumption
..houlJ he apr . 170mA . The asse mbly
..11 011 1d work imm ediately and supply a
sig nal of some thing under 2 (il il. at a
leve l of 40mW. The veo PLL is not
locked onto a frequency dete rmined by
til" two crystals. but instead osci llates
at its lowest frequency. If the tuning
voltage (max 30 V) is now applied and
one of the two crysta ls switched on
(+ I::!V at corresponding connection),
then the oscilla tor lock s onto the
desired freq uency. Should this not he
the case, then the veo is oscillating
out side the capture range of the PLL.
To check the tuning range. the control
circuit should he separated at the
tran sistor T2 (BC848C).

The outp ut power level o f apr . 40mW
IS naturally too low for an FM-ATV
station. With regard (0 inc reasing th...,
amplifi cation. various puhlications arc
ava ilable in the rele vant ama teur rad io
literature. An output pow er of up 10
lOW is relat ively auumablc , par
ticularly with modem GaA ~ I ·l ~T' s .

5.
l.ITERATURE REFERE';CES

(I ) Wolfgang Schneider. (I)D2EK)
DJ8ES:I:M-ATV in ( ;llz Range;
Part I : 2Jcm Tr ansmiuc r;VIIF
Communica tions 1/89. pr o25-30

(2) Plesscy Semiconductors
Data Sheet SP5070
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Readers ' Forum

The nook on the Topic :

GPS, Theory and Pract ice

By fUIofmlll1n-\Vellenhof !
l l.Lic utenegger I l Coll im

Second Edition 1993.

35 diagrams, 326 p;;ges

Soft Cover

ISBN 3-21J-X2477-4

Springer-Verlag Wicn

New York

Price £39.9 5

1\ very compr ehensive Eng lis h
langu agl' basic work on the theme of
the Glo bal Posi tioning System. The
hook is split into 13 chapters and sets
out principles and data with a wealt h of
detail found nowhere else in this form .

Th e book con ta ins the foll ow ing
chapters . among others : Overview of
GPS, Satel lite Orbi ts, Satellite Signals,
Data Combinat ions, Data Processing,
Softwa re M odul es Applications of
GPS.

The book can be obtained through
KM Publications.

Crysta l Oscilla tors with
In ternal DCF-77 Syn chron 
isation

In order to increase the long -term o f
Cx.:XO'.s (oven-controlled crystal osci l
lators). Tell' Ouarz Gm hl ! arc pursuing
new paths.

Since a large part of the (X :XO' s
manufactured industrially toda y arc
used as base sta tions fo r rad io
networks, re-ba lancing is very costly,
for many reasons . most of which have
been pointed out. It is more advan
tageous to sync hron ise the reference
frequency to the normal frequency
transuu ssion of IX: P·77 and thus obtain
a long-term stability of 10-9. The
complete OCXO, with a DC1"-77 re
ceiver and frequency range, bas been
fitted into a very compact housin g by
TQ with dimens ions of 67 x (IU x 49
(mm. ). Fo r clea r reception. an externa l
aerial is connected up using coaxia l
cable.

For further deta ils, contact:

Tcl e Qua rz GmbH,
74924 Neckarbischofsheim
Germany
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Highly Stable Oven-Co nt ro lled
Oscillators

(f' --'-'-"--""'==c.==

New M3J.:nctic F ield :\lcasuring
B eads

Gene ral Microwave arc introducing two
ne w magnet ic field measuring heads as
a n addition \0 the existing range of
power density measuring systems. Mod 
e ls HIOl and Hl05 opera te in a
freq uency range of from 10 MIlJ. to
1.5 GTTz. with a measuring ran of from
0.02 mW/l'm.2 10 200 mW /cm.2. "'bey
th us widen the range of systems with
elec trical field sensors for the area from
200 kHz to 40 Gllz, which arc also
kn o wn as RAH AM' s (RAd iation
HAzard Meters].

POT further detai ls, contact :

When the qualit y cri terion for osc il
lators is "highly stable". then the so
called "even-controlled oscillators' arc

always the right choice . KVO (Necker
bixcbofshcim) arc at present offering
oven-controlled osc illators of this type
for special condition.. with:

Stability: -10 to +55 "C. <- ± 2.5 x 10-8

Ageing: 1.5 x 10.7

2 freq uency outputs: S Mill & 10 Mill.
Ope rating vo ltage: 12 vous
Housing dimen sions: (,] x 53 x Somm
Unit price : DM 300

EMCO 1 ~lda roll i k Gmbll,
82152 Martin sned
Germany

CERA-TRIM

The Book on the Topic of
EMC: Mc1 rology. Simulation
and Development in the Field
or Electrn-Magnetic Compa l
ibilily (EM C)

'Ihix is the Hallie selected for the new
SMO miniaturet rimmer capaci tors from
Tckclcc Ai rtronic. They are ava ilable in
a range of six d ifferent types for the
capacity range between 0.6 pF and 25
pP (l OO pf ). 'll lC SMD trimmer capac
itors have it high Q factor, Q > 3000,
can be used up into the ( :Hz range. and
arc suitable for usc at voltages > 250 V
De and work ing temperatures from 
55 °C to + 125 °C.

For further details, co ntact :

Tcke lec Airtrcnic GmbH.
Munich, Gemany

Publi sher: Harald Fischer,
1993. 30R pages,
f ormat 16.5 x 23 (cm.), Boxed
ISBN 3-8007- lg90-1
Price DM 68

This book attempts to cover the present
state of tech nology in the EMC field,
and 10 demonstrate the software tools
which are availa ble today for simula
tion, by showing how some problems
were solved.

The book can be obtained from book:
dea lers or d irectly from the VDE
Verlag.
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PC based CAD Software

'purr with handbook (CaITech)
Motorola/SY16MOM supplement
Siemens S-parameters
Philips S-Paramc tcrs
lIP AppCAD

£ 18.50
£ 11.00
£ 9.50
£ 14.50
£ 16.50

Post & packing: UK +£1.50; Overseas +£3.00; Airmail +£7.50

Easy PC PCB CA D £I 2UX)
Easy PC Professional advanced PCB CAD £235.0()

Post & packing : UK +£5.00 ; Ove rseas +£7 .50; Airma il +.£10.00

PC based Software Collections

CAE No. 1 collection (VHF Communicat ions IfJ 3) .£ 7().(X)

CAE No.2 collection (VHF Communications 1193) .£ 70.00

Po>! & packing: UK +£5.00 ; Overseas +£7.50; Airma il +£10.00

Di5C of the Quarter issue 1;94 - Rl·U.exe E 10.00

PC based Circuit Simulation Packages

PULSAR digital circuit simulator £235.00
ANALYSER III analogue circuit simulator £235JX)

Po st & packing: UK +£5 .00: Overseas +£7.50; Airmail +£ 10.00

VlSAIDELTAIACCESSIMASTHRCARDlEUROCARDIAMEXIDlNERSfSWITCfJ

KM Publications,5 WareOrchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby, C\12J BUf

Tel: 0788 890J65 Int: +44 788 890 J65
fa~: 0788 89188J Int: +44 788 891 88J
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - KITS - COMPONENTS
for projects featured in VHF Communications

IJBIN V Spectrum Analyser Art No.

PCB DBI N V 006 IF Amp lifier Ed .2/R9 06997 DM 35.00
PCB DBI NV 007 LO-Pl.L Ed.2/89 06995 DM 35.00
PC B DRINV (X)& Crysta l H iler [:.<1. 3/89 06998 DM 35.00
PC B DB INV ooo Sweep Generator Ed.3j89 06996 DM 35.00
PCB DBi NV 010 Digital Store Ed.3&4f) 1 06477 DM 44.00
PCU DnJ NV 011 Trucking Gene rator Ed.2/92 06479 DM 31.00

pcn DIlINV 012 Broadband veo Ed.4/92 06480 DM 33.00
1450 M i ll.

PCB DB I N V 013 Broadband veo Ed.4 192 06481 DM 33.00
1900 MIIJ:

DB6NT Measuring Aids for UHF Amateurs Art No. ED. 4/1993

PCB DB6NT 001 Measuring Am p to 2.5 l ;Hz 063 79 IJM 36.00
I~:B DB6NT OOl Frequen cy Di vider 10 5.5 Gill. 0638 1 DM 36.nO

IJ.lRES z..'cm FM ·AT V Receiver Art No. ED. 4/1993

r CB DJ 8E S DO l Conve rte r 06347 DM 22.00
PCB DJ8ES 002 Digital Frequency Indicator 06350 DM 19.80
I'CU D.J1lES OOJ IF Amplifier 06353 DM 15.IX)
1~:1l DJRES 004 Demodulator 06356 IlM 19.00

IJ.lRES 2R1144 Ml lz Tra nsver ter Art No, ED, 4/1993

PCB DJ8ES 019 Transvcrter 144/211 MIlz 06384 DM 36.00
1~ :1l DJ8ES 020 Hybrid Amplifier 144 MHz 06386 DM 35.00

I .
J)F~PL I li~h Sta bility Low Noise PSlJ Ar t No, EO. 1/1993

PCB DF9PI. 00 1 30 Volt PSU 06378 DM 19.00
rcn DF9PI. D02 Prc-Stebiliser 06376 DM 20.00
PCB DF9 PL 003 Precision Stahiliser 06377 DM 21.00

To obtain supplie s of the above or any PCB's, kits. components, etc .• previousl y
advert ised in VHf Com munications. please contac t KM Publicat ions for Sterling
pr ices, etc.. at the address shown 0 11 the inside front cover of this maga zine.
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Publications:
UHF Compendium Pts .1 & 2; K.L.WtinerDJ9HO

UHf Compendium Pts.3 & 4; K.I..Weiner DJ9HO

Post & packing: UK +£2.50; Overseas +£5 .00; Ainnail +£ 10.00

An Introduction ( 0 Amateur Television; Mil e Wooding G6IQM

Slow Scan Television Explained; Mike Woodi ng G6 IQM

1llc ATV Compendium; Mike Wooding G6IQ M

TV Secrets Volume I; A'IVQ Magaz ine

TV Secrets Volume II; ATVQ Magazine

A Guide (0 23cm Television; Sevemside TV Group

Just a Pew Lines (3 history of the birth of the BBC)

Post & packing per book: UK +£0.80; Overseas +£1.25; Ainnail +£2 .75

VHF Communications:
1994 Subscription, Volume 26

by credit ca rd

1993 Volume 25

by cred it card

1993 per single issue

by credit card

1980 to 1992 per full volume ( 4 issues)

by credit card

Any single issue before 1993

by credit card

pm( & paddng per issue: UK +£0.30; Oversees +£0 .50; Ainnail +£1.25

Post & pecking per volume: UK ....£0.80; Overseas +£1.50; Ainnail +£4.00

Binders to hold 3 Volumes

by credit card

Post & packing per binder: UK +£0.75; Overseas +£ 1.25; Airmail +£3.00

Y(SA I ACCESS I M ASTERCARD I Df.·LTA I EUROCARD I DIN F.RS I .4.MEX

£27.50

£27.50

£ 5.00

£ 5.00

£ 3.50

£ 7.50

£17.95

£ 350

£ 5.00

£15 .00

£ 15.75

£13.50

£14.20

£ 3.75
£ 4.00

£13.00

£ 13.60

£ 3.50

£ 3.70

£ 550

£ 5.80

KM Publications,5 Wan Orchard. Barny, Nr.Rugby, M} 8Uf

Ttl: 0788 890}65; Int: +44 788 890 }65
fax: 0788 89188}; Int: +44 788 891 88}



Pasokon lV - the PC based SSlV system
Pa sokon TV is a fully-featured. low -cost alternative 10 conventional single-mode
Slow Scan Television transmit and receive converters. The whole system is on a

single ca rd which slots into your Pc.

@ Send and Rece ive all popular modes:
Robot Colour: 12. 24, 36, 72 sec
AVT: 24. 90, 94. 188 sec
Scot tie : sr, S2.. S3, S4

Robot R&W: 8, 12. 24, 36 sec
Martin: MI. M2. M3. M4
wraasc SC- l : 24, 48, 96 sec

@ Interface fit" inside computer • no exte rnal hardware or ptlWcr supply needed
@ Gra phical User Interface with Mouse support
@ On-screen tuning indicator • colour pictures real-time dur ing receive
@ Pull-screen images on standard VGA with 32.0x200 256 colour mode
@ Read and write popu lar file formats ('Ir. rex,TC A. etc.

£180.00 +£5.00 UK or +£10.00 Overseas Shipping

SSlV txplorer
the receive-only version of Pasokon

T he rece ive-only vers ion of Pasokon. Nil internal card, requires a spare serial
port. 111e interface is homed in a 25· Way Dcouncctor and a 9-2; way
'ge nder-bender' is supplied as well, in case your serial port has a c-way

connector. Powered from the serial port . Speci fications as fOT Pasokon excepting
no AVT mode

£85.00 +£2.00 UK or +£3.50 Overseas sh ipping

KM Publications, ~ Ware Orchard, Barby, Nr.Rugby, am tuf, UK
Tel: 0788 890J65 faK: 0788 89188J

Int Tel: +44 788 890 J65 lnt faK: +44 788 89t 88}
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